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QUESTION 1:    
  
How can we speak to someone about making a large purchase of Bitcoin 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Alexander has posted an excellent OTC step by 
step guide and link about this on MAY 10, 2022 - CHAT NOTES & ARTICLES 
#1    https://99bitcoins.com/buy-bitcoin/large-amounts-otc-
broker/  
  
in summary  Step 1: Find an OTC brokering platform    Step 2: Decide your 
terms  Step 3: Agree to a price    
  
Just as a personal note always consider the big-name players and avoid 
smaller more volatile operations. For Angels in Hawaii – your state laws on 
Crypto have been notorious over the years and I have seen some Crypto 
pundits on YouTube using -  Caleb and Brown for OTC success in these 
territories – this might be worth a look if Coinbase OTC and other big names 
are not available to you for any reason. It is your money to allocate, and 
your choice please use discernment in all things. 
  
  
QUESTION #2:   
  
When we gift using Bitcoin will the recipient have to pay taxes on the gift 
amount? 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. Firstly, I must stress we give no financial advice 
or tax advise here with these answers. Now for my personal opinion, all 
crypto is recorded on the blockchains and in time a full regulatory framework 
will be made into law for all countries, and yes Crypto taxes of some form 
are inevitable IMHO.  Now any gift made in cash – property – fine wine – or 
crypto could be considered a taxable gift to the recipients. Each country or 
jurisdiction will have different tax laws and enforcements as of the time of 
this writing. Let me put it this way – if crypto can be transferred in a will – it 

https://99bitcoins.com/buy-bitcoin/large-amounts-otc-broker/
https://99bitcoins.com/buy-bitcoin/large-amounts-otc-broker/


will have to be valued for probate here in the UK and will create a tax 
position. It will be wise before gifting crypto to take legal advice from your 
team (you will need one) and maybe provision an extra amount for this 
eventuality. Currently no tax at source is applied anywhere for crypto trades 
as of time of writing in May2022. 
  
  
QUESTION #3:   
  
What are the pros and cons of a host wallet? Coinbase is the only one that i 
have run across that offers one. Are there others and would this be a good 
option to a hardware wallet for those that are still getting up to speed with 
the tech. 
  
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question.  The Coinbase app, (a trading account app) 
where you buy and sell crypto, is a hosted wallet. They host your private 
keys. Putting your keys in your own hands needs a software wallet ie a very 
similar sounding but very different Coinbase Wallet app. 
  
You do not need a Coinbase account to use the Coinbase Wallet app (hot 
wallet) 
  
wallet.coinbase.com/faq/           help.coinbase.com/en/contact-us 
  
Hardware offline Cold storage Vault like Arculus and Ledger and Trezor keep 
the private keys offline so are not hosted, but controlled by you. 
  
Now Coinbase custody is another service level offered for Big players and 
Corporates which involve many layers of keys and verification but that 
muddies the water here as we have been told to look at Cold Storage Vault 
not Custody host wallets for big holdings. 
  
  
QUESTION #4:   
How do we find a reputable OTC dealer? How do we figure out what price to 
offer once we're negotiating the sale? 
  
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 

https://wallet.coinbase.com/faq/
https://help.coinbase.com/en/contact-us


Thank you for the question. Please see the OTC question above. Now with 
regards price Alexander has given his guidance many times on the price 
range to start buying Bitcoin ticker=BTC when its sub $20,000, with $10,000 
optimal all in and $5,000 bottom end its expected on the rebound back 
upwards. 
  
Ok maybe I can explain it like this for more clarity to a wider group. When 
you set up your OTC brokerage account (the big money trading account) 
most likely you will not have to sit in front of a screen doing trades yourself, 
think a brokerage account with a stockbroker – you agree to buy some 
stocks – “get me 200 tesla ticker=TSLA max price 900$” ok I will confirm 
the deal says the person on the phone or email– once you sign – his back on 
to you “its done”. Now out the back his team has traded in small pieces to 
keep the price stable and not spook the market -say 40 @ 820$ and 
60@$870 and  stopped trading when the price rose to 910$ and then 
finished the last piece 100@899$  now your going to pay brokerage fees as 
a percentage on top its called basis points For example, 10 basis points,  is 
shown by the following   (0.01 * 10) or 0.1% .  So the sums for this trade 
are : 40@820 =32800,60@870=52200 ,and 100@899=89900  total 
174,900 plus 0.03% if 30 basis point fee of 52.47 so together its 
174,952.50$  you now own 200 shares at average price of $874.76  and that 
is an introduction to Investment Accounting. 
  
  
QUESTION #5:   
Where can we find a tech group to help us buy & store the cryptos? I don't 
learn easily through reading directions and know I will need some hands on 
help to accomplish this. 
  
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
Thank you for the question.  It’s a learning curve, you need to get up to 
speed with the terms used. Alexander has posted an excellent OTC step by 
step guide and link about this on MAY 10, 2022 - CHAT NOTES & ARTICLES 
#1     
  
IMHO the OTC brokerage firm you use will be dealing with many types of 
people and I suspect they will be aware of many novice investors in Crypto. 
Tell them what you want to achieve – see the reply above about OTC and 
pricing, 
  
Let me explain it this way – with a made up for example.  Give the OTC desk 
account manager (assigned to you) your big picture – I want to achieve a 



Bitcoin –ticker=BTC purchase of $20 million– I would like you to buy at 
$20,000 and wait if current price is higher - and keep buying as it goes down 
and when the price hits $10,000 fill my order. You can instruct them if you 
want them to hold the coins and keys in custody – again other reply has my 
opinion on that, or they will send it back to your own personal Vault Cold 
Storage Wallet – being Arculus or Ledger.  I am sure they will do a small test 
first and keep you in the loop. Now does that sound so scary ? 
  
  
QUESTION #6:   
I have listened to cryptoDad and in his videos he claims that we need a third 
party authenticator; his suggestion is Google Authenticator. Is this needed? 
Thank You so much for your input/help for HAS angels. 
  
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
Thank you for the question. You have seen a video about security and the 
need for enhanced 3fa some use face recognition, and some use a 3rd party 
authenticator. Your wallet or app provider (whichever you choose) may ask 
you to upgrade security. 1fa if we can call it that is a login and password , 
2fa is a further security layer check, normally a txt message sent to a mobile 
phone, and 3fa is an extra layer fobs OneTime authenticator and the like see 
What is three-factor authentication (3FA)? - Definition from WhatIs.com 
(techtarget.com)    in my opinion Google Authenticator is an industry 
recognised and widely used security addon should you choose to use it. 
  
QUESTION #7:   
How do you transfer from Coinbase to your cold wallet. 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. You can see a step by step walkthrough for  
crypto from coinbase to a hot wallet posted link below – this example uses 
Shiba Inu but the same principles apply to any crypto just check the ticker 
name Bitcoin=BTC ShibaInu =SHIB etc etc 
  
How To Do A Wallet to Wallet Transfer - Human Angel Services 
(activeboard.com) 
  
  
QUESTION #8:   

http://whatis.com/
http://techtarget.com/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/


I have a Coinbase wallet and an Arculus account and card. How am I best off 
accumulating the Bitcoin over the long haul. Which cold wallet is best to hold 
long term 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. Long term well you have the best already – 
Time frame I think we need to act within a short window of time to achieve 
the objective set. Let me use one of Alexanders old analogy -  think  -Its D 
DAY we are in the landing craft – the mission – secure the beachheads of 
future wealth using BTC at a minimum 10% to preserve future wealth. 
  
You have survived basic training yippee. You have all your kit ready Arculus 
card - great choice for cold wallet Vault storage – lock it away and do not 
touch it for years once its loaded- this is held long term. You have a hot 
wallet Coinbase (this wallet app only is a great hot wallet choice IMHO) you 
are ready to go.  Now the group has been told to expect BTC to fall below its 
current position and Alexander has given some market advice only on when 
could be the best time and price to start your OTC broker purchases , as in 
time  the price will stabalize and start to rise again (this is  your short 
windows of opportunity to acquire your digital assets) in crypto terms its 
called “Buying the Dip “ Crypto Investing Strategy: "Buying the 
Dips" (cryptocurrencyfacts.com)    and holding long term is to 
“Hodle” HODL Definition (investopedia.com)  see  Alexanders post  chat 
see “10 may#3 ZW$(100%)/BTC(10%)/TDP(90%) principal hedged long 
term” 
  
OTC (over the counter trading - or broker assisted trading as I call it) is the 
best for $100,000 trades and above https://dezentralizedfinance.com/
best-90-crypto-otc-trading-desks/  , use this list with discernment but it 
gives lots of OTC brokers, countries and companies - coinbase is one of the 
biggest btw  -  Yambuta posted a great list and link on 
  
Best Bitcoin OTC Brokers: Top Crypto Over-the-Counter Trading 
Investments - Human Angel Services (activeboard.com) 
  
Now with regards price (and this in my opinion will be a small window to 
opportunity in time) Alexander has given his guidance many times on the 
price range to start buying Bitcoin ticker=BTC when its sub $20,000, with 
$10,000 optimal all in and $5,000 bottom end -before its expected on the 
rebound back upwards. 
  
  

https://cryptocurrencyfacts.com/crypto-investing-strategy-buying-dips/
https://cryptocurrencyfacts.com/crypto-investing-strategy-buying-dips/
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/h/hodl.asp
https://dezentralizedfinance.com/best-90-crypto-otc-trading-desks/
https://dezentralizedfinance.com/best-90-crypto-otc-trading-desks/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68454657/best-bitcoin-otc-brokers-top-crypto-over-the-counter-trading/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68454657/best-bitcoin-otc-brokers-top-crypto-over-the-counter-trading/


QUESTION #9:   
  
Do you have a compilation of questions/answers available in one place? I 
work four jobs, and picking this up in bits and pieces isn't working very well 
because I can't review from any of my jobs and maintain a good flow of 
information. Thanks 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. Yes of course I fully understand – HAS is 
24/7/365 and Global so we all log in at different times to get information 
chat and catch up. 
  
Please see the main area for Crypto postings here  under “Angel 
information” – this has lots of contributors and many diverse posts and is 
very informative lots of varied contributors. 
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646226/crypto/ 
  
now the BULLDOG's POUND can be found under “ANGEL NETWORK”  and the 
running list of Q+A questions for crypto within this - is here 
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646409/bulldogs-
crypto-pound/ 
  
other shortcuts you may find of use are : 
a detailed wallet to wallet transfer example -is here 
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-
do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/ 
  
and my big crypto perspective and personal guide post - is here 
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68276879/crypto-
my-perspective-and-personal-guide-around-bitcoin-and-/ 
  
QUESTION #10:   
Hi Bulldog. I have a Coinbase acct and linked it to my bank acct. Do I now 
install the Coinbase wallet app ?? I want to just buy small amts of crypto 
and hold it for now. I'm a lil confused..thanka 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
Thank you for the question. Looks like you have setup your Coinbase 
account from your question, so you are on your way- well done. The 
Coinbase app (Hot wallet linked to a buy/sell account and therefore your 
bank)– and the Wallet app by Coinbase – (a standalone no account needed 
hot wallet) are both great start off points. 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646226/crypto/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646409/bulldogs-crypto-pound/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646409/bulldogs-crypto-pound/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68276879/crypto-my-perspective-and-personal-guide-around-bitcoin-and-/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68276879/crypto-my-perspective-and-personal-guide-around-bitcoin-and-/


  
The full explanation of both wallets for ref only is  here Coinbase Wallet , 
and In my opinion you have the correct one and you have experience now in 
passing the KYC (know your client doc upload etc) which is a part of the 
process. You can now practice by buying the smallest amounts of crypto a 
few dollars and learn. One of our very kind fellow Angels Wolfegrade has 
offered to send a micro amount of Shiba Inu SHIB as a test to other angels- 
free of charge, so that might be worth a look for those who cannot acquire 
any amount of crypto at the moment. They can also use the free to setup no 
account required Wallet app by Coinbase to practice or any other free to use 
Hot wallet if they cannot setup a buy/sell account now.     
  
A link for Wolfegrade's offer can be found here – 
  
I WILL SEND YOU A SHIBA INU COIN TO YOUR WALLET TO HELP YOU LEARN 
HOW TO USE CRYPTO WALLETS - Human Angel Services (activeboard.com) 

  
People we will gift BTC to - will need to set up a hot or cold wallet, but do 
not have to set up any buy/sell account with a company like Coinbase ie. 
(The Coinbase app) 
  
hope that helps, thank you David 
  
QUESTION #11:   
I am trying to open a Coinbase account. It is asking for my bank login and 
PASSWORD. Is this normal? Is it safe? 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
Thank you for the question. Now funny you should mention this as I have 
been answering this a lot. Previous questions related to security are relevant 
as HAS Angels we are vigilant but not in panic and never with Fear, so in that 
mode can I answer like this. 
  
Let me tell you about my experience. I recently had this “link screen box 
“open up on a PayPal account update of my bank account details. To be 
honest it was a bit of a shock when the link had a “direct login to my bank 
details with password”.  I did an antivirus update and ran a antivirus scan 
immediately, and then read through the pages again to calm nerves and 
finally completed the thing after reassuring myself all was well. You need to 
be cautious but not fearful. 
  

https://wallet.coinbase.com/faq/#:~:text=Coinbase.com%2520and%2520the%2520mobile,use%2520the%2520Coinbase%2520Wallet%2520app.
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68450517/i-will-send-you-a-shiba-inu-coin-to-your-wallet-to-help-you-/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68450517/i-will-send-you-a-shiba-inu-coin-to-your-wallet-to-help-you-/


These companies in 2022 seem to be using a 3rd party Co. to act as a "link" 
between them and your bank, these companies ie Coinbase and PayPal etc 
now do not hold your data in the old way but verify you.  Instead of the old 
fashioned direct debit setup UK term - is it called Auto-pay in the USA ie 
( entering account number and bank routing /sorting codes and ticking a 
box). they are now required to do more due diligence on customers, and 
nobody wants to wait days to be setup. 
  
I cannot see your exact screen but you are right to be weary, please read 
the Coinbase bank account verification notes from Coinbase account page 
and other notes here  Is Coinbase Safe to Link to Your Bank Account? - 
Crypto Head Payment methods for US customers | Coinbase Help  
 hope that helps   david 
  
  
QUESTION #12:   
Can you explain what Alexander means in this post? Thank you. , out of 305 
cold wallet address requests I made recently, only 15 responded (5%). 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
Thank you for the question. You are referring to a line in the “Crazy” post 
sent to Has members 16-17may22   Out of respect, only Alexander can reply 
as to his meaning. But my personal interpretation of this (for what it’s 
worth) is that giving away money or BTC is harder than it looks due to 
several reasons including apathy. To gift any Crypto, we need the recipient’s 
wallet address.  So, he would have asked people he knows for the public 
facing wallet address or QR code, specific to that asset he wants to gift, ie 
BTC within their (Arculus or other) cold storage device.  He did this back in 
2021 per his post and only 5% or 15 out of 305 have replied and are ready 
to go as of may2022. The others are well ….In the rafters / on the fence / 
waiting…..whatever hope that helps  David 
  
  
QUESTION #13:   
I already purchased Arculus. Do we need to have a several Arculus cards as 
we will be buying a lots of Bitcoins and Cryptos and moving them to the cold 
wallet? I think I have seen this recommendation somewhere in the posts but 
not sure. 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
Thank you for the question.  You have your Arculus great– have you tested it 
out are you ready with all the tech? Have you done a small wallet to wallet 
transfer and got upto date on things? If you have fantastic well done,No 

https://cryptohead.com/is-coinbase-safe-to-link-to-your-bank-account/
https://cryptohead.com/is-coinbase-safe-to-link-to-your-bank-account/
https://help.coinbase.com/en


point keeping it in the box. The Arculus is the cold wallet, and your OTC 
broker should deposit direct into this.    
A good strategy post blessing is always to have redundancy in Cold crypto 
storage systems, and certainly for HAS whales with super large holdings, a 
detailed strategy with many storage devices, kept safe in varying locations 
will probably be needed. My personal advice to you, is get used to the one 
you have, be proficient in its use first, and when you are settled post 
blessing, look to split your holdings and do not “put all your eggs in one 
basket” so to speak.  Once you have acquired your BTC and other crypto, 
you need to look at your holdings as you do not want super large wallet 
positions that attract attention. 
  
Alexander has great guidance on this matter “you want to be registered as a 
10,000 - 100,000 holder” he said on his chat note of May8th2022 
#2  https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68442314/
may-8-2022-chat-notes-articles-2-updated/ Hope that helps  David 
  
  
  
QUESTION #14:   
Alexander mentioned that you can withdraw $50k to $100k per day, correct 
me if I'm wrong. I Google can you buy a house with Bitcoin and it said no. 
Would someone elaborate on the spending limits for crypto currencies? 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
Thank you for the question.  Forgive me for this long and sometimes 
rambling answer -I simply want to lay out information from my perspective, 
that will answer the questions and be informative to yourself and the group 
at large. 
  
I will answer your two-part question like this- The second part first.  No 
spending limits on wallet 2 wallet transfers currently exist, you can, and 
some whales do, transfer huge amounts of coins (in dollar terms), from and 
to crypto exchanges, or OTC brokers accounts, (all are wallet to wallet 
transfers after all).   Bitcoin and all crypto has presently no formal regulatory 
framework in place, but you know that already, and that is what many 
institutions are waiting on. You asked can you buy a house with Bitcoin?  
Well, can you buy a house with a trunk full of Gold bars? 
  
Also nothing is stopping you buying and selling a house for crypto right now 
if both parties are willing - https://storeys.com/calgary-home-
purchased-bitcoin/ things are moving fast. State by state country by 
country. IMHO smart Ethereum 2.0 based contracts for house sales linked to 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68442314/may-8-2022-chat-notes-articles-2-updated/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68442314/may-8-2022-chat-notes-articles-2-updated/
https://storeys.com/calgary-home-purchased-bitcoin/
https://storeys.com/calgary-home-purchased-bitcoin/


direct and absolute crypto settlement is something we should all look out for 
very soon with title deeds being issued as a NFT private token - to protect 
this most valuable of documents. 
  
In my opinion things are about to change, and a new system will be 
introduced soon, and we have talked about how and why many times here in 
HAS.  but then BTC will probably be in dollar terms maybe millions per coin. 
Taking a global view, some countries in the world like El Salvador use BTC as 
legal tender now, they have full regulatory framework and laws passed, 
citizens and investors can buy a house with BTC today. 
  
Now back to your first point about new account limits with an on and 
offramp system okay. My understanding is when you are relatively new to 
Coinbase/and/or they have extreme volumes they will slow you down when 
you want to liquidate your wallet as a security measure. PayPal used to do 
this back in the day, you trade a few dollars nothing, you sell a big item for a 
few thousand and boom – account is on hold pending verification every time. 
Coinbase links to PayPal here in the UK as an option for all £ amounts off 
ramped to bank accounts originating from crypto sales. Some of this 
slowdown is for increased verifications and security ID checking, Coinbase 
kraken Gemini Binance, will want a 2fa and 3fa to allow transfers, some will 
want KYC / and KYC2 completed before bigger offramp transfers are allowed, 
Sometimes the dollar receiving banks require this to offset any counterparty 
risk and will insist on AML and advanced AML verifications. We have nothing 
to hide so in my way of thinking nothing to fear. 
  
In Coinbase you go to your account icon, and within you can see daily limits, 
and account limits, all in one place- you can also unlock these by following 
instructions as needed. See Why did my limits change? | Coinbase Help 
  
One final opinion I think getting an email saying “a large transfer from your 
account is pending – if you do not recognize this please contact us within 48 
hours etc” is a good thing, sometimes going slow, well it keeps us all safe. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
  
QUESTION #15:   
  
Some people say XRP is gold backed and safer than Bitcoin, is this true? 
Question 2: Are you at all concerned about losing your money in Bitcoins 

https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/trading-and-funding/buying-selling-or-converting-crypto/why-did-my-limits-change


because you can’t retrieve your account or that some tech nerd had stolen 
it? Thanks for your time 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Okay I don’t want to manifest any sense of fear 
in this 2-part question and reply. So I try to take a prayer go deep and see 
what my gut says – what do your feelings tell you- what did Christ reply to 
you?  Some of this stuff you just have to feel – the light just “pops” on – the 
penny “drops” and BAM you relax, and you get it, or you shun it and move 
on – that is okay also in my eyes- it’s your money and you have free will 
choice. But I digress now Let’s deal with BTC ETH XRP etc which is safer?  
 these coins all have a use case and have been highlighted in HAS for your 
consideration as Crypto asset allocations in a digital portfolio to preserve 
future wealth, my gut tells me these are all safe and we are good to go- how 
about you? 
  
Now let’s look at the second part of your question security – again let’s not 
go into fear, let’s not tailspin out into what if land but take a calm look at 
being safe in the modern world. I will try to explain it like this with an 
example– (these are not meant in any way to be condescending, but I use 
these examples a lot to hopefully reach a broader scope of Angels in this 
wide pool of Angels we have) 
  
50 years ago, you might have been oiling the locks on doors and making 
sure the gate is secure because all your wealth is in your house so to speak. 
30 years go you would have to guard against taking money from the ATM in 
a dark alley at midnight for obvious reasons 20 years ago you would guard 
against fraud letters and scams being delivered by post – telling you “You 
have inherited a gold mine or something – just send a money order to xyz 
so we can release the deeds”. 10 years ago you would get a cold call on your 
landline and someone would ask for your credit card as a security id check 
before they could process you “new windfall payment “etc etc - does any of 
that sound familiar? we have lived through some of that and we have all 
hopefully taken prudent security measures to keep ourselves and our family 
safe. 
  
Now in the 21st century thieves don’t carry swag bags and steal your VCR – 
they send you phishing scam emails and use complicated ID hacks into your 
bank – well not if you are securing the locks on the doors, not leaving 
windows open and, keeping a low profile in public. 
  
Some things on my 100 to list regards security you might want to consider: 



  
I will get a new TDP work laptop and phone – I will install antivirus software 
Mcafee-Bullguard-Norton or similar on all devices including phones and keep 
it up to date– I will not install any unsafe software “Given to me by the kids 
or any other source I will buy legit and install myself”  I will use 2fa and 3fa 
on accounts that need it- I will not open unsolicited links an emails – I will 
not do Crypto transactions in public places attracting attention . I will put my 
crypto vault Arculus/ledger/Trezor backup device - seed words etc in secure 
safe box type bank storage, not just left under the bed. I will not have any 
crypto apps on my walkabout cell phone linked to my cold storage Vault – 
only Crypto App will be a Hot wallet app. 
  
I am sure Scam emails will arrive to my email over time, made to look like 
accounts you have – “Your XYZ Account is frozen log in here to unlock and 
change password “stop its a scam I will tell myself. I will Log out of email, go 
into banking app and talk to bank/Coinbase, securely, never follow any links 
no matter how real it looks. Coinbase will never ask your recovery seed 
words – I will never give them to a computer repair man. I will create my 
Vault cold storage seed words and security phrases myself– I will write them 
down myself, I will check them, double check them, and never ever give 
them out. EVER.   I will do a test restore of the Cold storage wallet with a 
small $10 or so balance held first- from the seed words in case of disaster, 
just to make sure it works in case the device breaks and I have to restore to 
a new blank device later. I will not have any social media public facing 
accounts, no hashtag “big giver posts”. I will not tell my family the 
settlement number ever, maybe my successor once agreed and planned out. 
I will look and reduce my social media to a very close family minimum and 
just be like everybody else for security. I will create a SafeHaven with layers 
of dedicated staff to public face everything or use DAF to give, so I can just 
come up with more and more ideas for TDP. 
  
So, after a very long reply, let me finally answer your question honestly, - 
am I concerned about security? – nah, I have taken control, I have taken 
responsibility , I’m safe.   Welcome to the new world fellow Angels. 
  
  
QUESTION #16:   
  
I listened to a video with Crypto Casey talking about something that seems 
like a Tesla, Ferrari, supercar of Cold Wallets. But since I can not compare 
much (I dont understand much about Cold Wallets :) ) What is your 
opinion... this one seems complicated but also with a lot of "functions" that 
seems good...??? Video: https://youtu.be/TBhy4nb5hQA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBhy4nb5hQA&ab_channel=CryptoCasey


  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Numerous hardware COLD wallets are available, 
you have to choose which one fits you best, like buying a new TV , is 
Samsung better than Sony , how about Phillips etc etc. I would say look for 
a proven track record, good market share, lots of good feedback, features 
you can use and understand, and good support in your country of purchase. 
  
We must use discernment in all things – is the advert sponsored is one 
metric I always use – unboxing videos for example on YouTube are not 
impartial advice. Now that said I like the diversity and often watch different 
presenters who can explain in a relatable manner to me. 
  
I think Crypto Casey has a smooth easy to hear and precise manner.  In this 
video one of an informative series she discusses the Hardware wallet by the 
company BC vault see website   https://bc-vault.com/  and here is the 
beginners guide  https://bc-vault.com/beginners-guide/  I have never 
used this , but will take a look through the website now it has been pointed 
out here, you see, we are all learning something new today. 
  
Hope that helps 
  
David 
  
  
QUESTION #17: 
  
Is it not true that only ISO20022 regulated cryptos like XRP, XLM, XDC, 
ALGO, and IOTA will be used in the new QFS Quantum Financial System, 
since they are gold-backed? Bitcoin is not gold backed and was used for 
money laundering by the CCP and Mafias. So why is Alexander so convinced 
about the goodness of Bitcoin? 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Again, without trying to manifest any fear in 
this conversation – please forgive me but I must ask myself why at this 
stage of the journey, todays question is asked? Oh well I have agreed to 
answer so that is what I will do now- I have previously mentioned and 
repeat again, out of respect - I cannot and will not presume to answer for 
Alexander – you must ask him yourself; I can only give my opinion based on 
my perspective in these Q+A. 

https://bc-vault.com/
https://bc-vault.com/beginners-guide/


  
With that said let’s begin and look at the answers to your Questions and 
statement, the first and most incendiary of these is “Bitcoin is not gold 
backed and was used for money laundering by the CCP and Mafias. “  My 
reply is Ok thank you for sharing that opinion. My perspective is people who 
talk about BTC not being Gold backed do not get BTC and I believe it is the 
technology of the future , it has many of the properties of gold as a reserve 
asset, and is described by many as “digital Gold” and that’s its value – 
compare that to the so called Gold backed dollars in your pocket, and the 
supposed gold reserves in central banks that have never been audited – well 
we all know how that ended, and as for the laundering part of your 
comment  I have no knowledge of any of this, and believe it to be a false 
statement- BTW the last time I saw a movie the bad guys did deals with 
suitcases full of cash, or maybe I just watch too much TV. 
  
Now your first part is about regulated crypto and the QFS, the ISO standards 
are internationally recognised framework agreements for implementing 
worldwide rollout of regulation, in this case - Universal financial industry 
message scheme see About ISO 20022 | ISO20022 .  Now the QFS 
(which I believe exists and is running) , has not been publicly acknowledged 
and no regulatory framework is in place to view or verify as at writing of this 
answer. The old system now gone = fiat money – elite central banks – 
collusion of elite power and influence at the highest levels. The new system 
is diversity and inclusion of all – i.e. CBDC and BTC ownership, especially for 
the majority of the worlds unbanked and currently excluded – all running on 
unbreakable back office and support systems to make it work i.e. QFS and 
infrastructure. Overseen with global governance and agreement i.e. global 
money authority and GESARA.  I am sure what is being worked on behind 
the scenes by all governments will be revealed once finalized.   This will be 
pronounced as a integrated solution and will be fully detailed and explained 
to all in time, all crypto will evolve merge adapt and be reborn of that, I am 
sure. No one can currently comment on a system not in place for public 
scrutiny yet. We are just early adopters and buyers into this new system, 
that is all. 
  
Ok let’s speculate shall we – just for fun – Ok maybe our mission is (as a 
group) to store and hold huge blocks of Bitcoin so our grandchildren can 
change the BTC governance BIP running of the thing- maybe merge with 
Ethereum or use less electricity  (we will be a major holder if not the biggest 
-think about that) We would be custodians of generational wealth, to be 
disclosed and fully understood many years from now. It makes me think of 
Alexanders story he shared about gold and the keepers and his visit to China 
– what if this is the new mission hold BTC until the time is finally ready. But I 

https://www.iso20022.org/about-iso-20022


digress. My perspective is I just need to know IT exists only, and be ready – 
the why, who, how, is above my paygrade, and if I’m honest, a big 
distraction from my mission of ZW$/BTC/TDP. All I know is I will take a 
percentage minimum 10% of settlement put into BTC and store away for 
future that’s it. I will then investigate gifting in BTC for the safety of all 
concerned and to promote its understanding and use. I also respect that 
some will not and want to continue with the old banking world of traditional 
payments and bankers – I respect that choice and freewill. Maybe Bitcoin 
backed by nothing is the point – money does not exist , the old system 
based on so called “trust” but mostly greed, did not work and has been 
replaced – the Shona Africans have graciously paid the worlds debts (thank 
you)  using great wealth of reserve minerals and all new digital currencies 
that survive into the financial transition including BTC and ETH and all CBDC 
are de facto “asset or Gold backed” – and in time the concept of all money 
will dissolve, as need replaces greed, and wealth accumulation is replaced by 
abundant dispersal, maybe our groups 10% BTC strategic storage will just 
be used as a universal unchanging liquidity pool, creating a stable base for 
future generations as we will not churn and trade this like the current wealth 
hoarders on this planet, they create scarcity fear volatility and fix prices for 
greed. But its swords down now and only a balanced neutral perspective is 
the way forward. I just feel whilst I am curious, I do not have to understand 
all aspects of electricity to be able to plug in my laptop and use it – 
electricity great idea – I just use it and pay for it until something better 
comes along, like free energy with graphene technology … yes please …
Yippee. 
  
FunFact -  Bitcoin is open source and the code available to all – its 
governance via groups with stakes in development are managed by the BIP 
or Bitcoin Improvement Program/Proposals – see  What Is A Bitcoin 
Improvement Proposal (BIP)? - Bitcoin Magazine - BTW  the seed 
words created for the Cold storage wallets are on a big list published as 
BIP39- the list can be found here in English bips/bip-0039.mediawiki at 
master · bitcoin/bips · GitHub   only these worlds are used for recovery 
seed words. 
  
Lastly the goodness of bitcoin part– again only Alexander can answer as to 
his thoughts- and I want to be very clear this is my answer to your question 
and my perspective only. So let me share my understanding for what its 
worth (IMHO) I distinguish the Man Alexander from Yosef being Christs Poet 
servant here - The channelled “Yosef” (and I am trying to be very careful 
here as I talk about subjects off topic and way way above my vibrational 
reach) these channellings and teachings are of the most loving and pure and 
honest this writer has ever heard, this is the clarion call, this is the message 

https://bitcoinmagazine.com/guides/what-is-a-bitcoin-improvement-proposal-bip
https://bitcoinmagazine.com/guides/what-is-a-bitcoin-improvement-proposal-bip
https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/bip-0039.mediawiki
https://github.com/bitcoin/bips/blob/master/bip-0039.mediawiki


that challenges us to be better – act better – think better. This is the thread 
of love and oneness and beauty that is the foundation for HAS and healing 
the soul of the world. These are profound and have changed my life. All truth 
and All Love. This is the voice of Christ and Yosef was the poet servant - and 
I am in awe of the beautiful expressions of vibration in this group and are 
humbled at times to be a very small part of this.  These five years of training 
were channelled through to us so we could aspire to, and in time attain, and 
keep that vibration for a new fairer better world. The man Alexander going 
forward is very much like you and me a family man with a deep love of 
family -community – country – and species and overflowing with beautiful 
love of God. He will run his safe havens – enjoy his life and beautiful family 
and when he says he is one of us – I feel it – I have read it in his posts – it 
is sincere, heartfelt, and most of all brutally honest. I have never felt he lied 
to us EVER, never gave any information not for the greater good of the 
group EVER and his higher vibration allows him to do this, he is now Intune 
with his higher self/ oversoul and he sharers these answers to all problems 
along with his journey/story and struggle with us all.  One of these solutions 
to the problems facing billions of humans, is the transition of money, its 
Distributed ledger technology- i.e. Blockchain i.e. BTC (Bitcoin being its first 
exponent out of the blocks) this has been presented as part of that solution. 
The simple formula was given to us all for our consideration ZW$/BTC/TDP 
that’s it, and with Love he has passed that information on. It’s not the 
goodness of Bitcoin, but a love of people and Christs message that flows 
through him that is being shared. I just trust the messenger simple as that. 
  
Personally, I am holding that Hem and taking that advice, your choice my 
friend is yours and I respect that.  Christ is Love – I Hope this is informative 
and has helped with peoples understanding – its shared with much Love. 
  
  
QUESTION 18: 
  
Thank you Bulldog for your post! You write and choose your words very well. 
As I have learned more about cryptos over the last month or two, other intel 
sources had some conflicting info. I do fully respect Alexander and trust his 
advice as well. I too was drawn into his information through Yosef. I will 
utilize 10% for BTC, even though I don't understand it fully. All the best 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  We are all learning from each other – every day 
and that is what makes HAS a very special and unique place – stronger 
together as fellowship of likeminded TDP. Thank you again for your gracious 



comments, but it is Christ that must get all the Glory as her love brought us 
all here. 
  
Now just a recap as we go forward with our crypto – below is a few easy 
links to the excellent Crypto resources available on HAS to help everyone, 
  
Please see the main area for Crypto postings under “Angel information” – 
this has lots of diverse posts from many talented Angels and is very 
informative with lots of varied content. 
  
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646226/crypto/ 
  
And as all crypto transactions are basically a wallet to wallet transfer (hot to 
cold or Hot to Hot or cold to cold) - You can see below a step by step 
walkthrough for crypto with screenshots and real world examples using a 
Coinbase wallet to a Exodus hot wallet transfer – this example uses Shiba 
Inu but the same principles apply to any crypto just check the ticker name 
Bitcoin=BTC or here we use ShibaInu =SHIB etc etc 
  
How To Do A Wallet to Wallet Transfer - Human Angel Services 
(activeboard.com) 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  

QUESTION 19: 
  
Hi Bulldog. Just a simple question. In light of what Alexander said in 
yesterday's chat about the biometrics of the Arculus not being the way to 
gift BTC, can you shed further light on the subject, as well as how we can 
best gift with BTC? I had the same plan as the individual that Alexander was 
responding to. Thank you so much! 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  The Arculus card is something very new and 
special indeed – (on a personal note I hope those of us not in the continental 
USA can get one in due course), but I digress as always.  My understanding 
of this comment from chat is that you cannot preload the card and hand out 
to people. It’s not like copying family photos/pictures onto a USB memory 
stick and giving out. People you want to make a Crypto gift to – well they 
need to send you the wallet “address” for the Arculus they have set up 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646226/crypto/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/


themselves – so they will give you the public facing wallet code or QR code 
and you will gift into that. A bit like sending you a unique mailing and zip 
code for that person- just for that Arculus card. 
  
For quick ref see the step by step walkthrough for wallet to wallet 
transfers : How To Do A Wallet to Wallet Transfer - Human Angel 
Services (activeboard.com) 
  
Now the card itself has multi layered security and uses three primary types - 
facial and fingerprint biometric on a user’s phone it also uses for security a- 
6-digit PIN password, finally its all secured by the chip inside the card called 
a  “EAL 6+ secure”  this contains the private encrypted keys etc.  Its quite a 
device and a good explanation of this is shown in the link below: Arculus 
crypto card secured by mobile device biometrics unveiled | Biometric 
Update And here is the Arculus whitepaper FYI arculus-whitepaper.pdf 
(getarculus.com) I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples 
understanding – its shared with much Love. 
  
ANGEL QUESTION 20 :  
  
Thanks BullDog. I know that Alexander favors Arculus, but I see referrals to 
the "I Phone" on material about it. With Android phones, is Arculus not 
completely operable and If so, what would be a counterpart Cold Wallet with 
hardware? Would Ledger Nono be a good strong alternative? Thanks much. 
What do you see as strongest option for safety with big numbers deposited" 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Ok lets not go into fear on any of this ,lets 
break down your question into parts – firstly out of respect I must say I 
personally believe Alexander has proposed one of the best and safest 
solutions for Crypto Hardware Cold storage available in the Arculus – and I 
highly suggest that if you are in the continental USA you consider this as 
your preferred cold storage option. Now that said many Angels are not in 
this geography and must look for an alternative at this time in June 2022. 
  
The Arculus product does have some requirements for your mobile device – 
(ie the phone or tablet the Arculus is paired and used with) – So not all older 
devices will work with this card. 
  
So maybe post blessing – we all need to upgrade out-dated tech – maybe its 
time to ditch that old flip cellphone from yesteryear. Pre blessing testing and 
post blessing deployment are very different solutions. 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://www.biometricupdate.com/202101/arculus-crypto-card-secured-by-mobile-device-biometrics-unveiled
https://www.biometricupdate.com/202101/arculus-crypto-card-secured-by-mobile-device-biometrics-unveiled
https://www.biometricupdate.com/202101/arculus-crypto-card-secured-by-mobile-device-biometrics-unveiled
https://www.getarculus.com/documents/arculus-whitepaper.pdf
https://www.getarculus.com/documents/arculus-whitepaper.pdf


  
Now an Arculus requirement is NFC and this must be turned on for your 
device : hardware: 
  
(see link ) What Is NFC on Your Phone and How Do You Use It? | 
Digital Trends    
  
Software: the Arculus app needs to be loaded on your device:  "The Arculus 
WalletTM App is currently compatible with Android version 8.1 and later, and 
should work on any Android phone that supports NFC. 
  
Back to your statement/question about Iphone – the Arculus Wallet App is 
compatible with IOS Version 10.0 And Later, But Only IPhone 7 And Later 
Models Are Supported. 
  
To find the software version installed on your Apple device, On an iPhone, or 
iPad, 
  
Simply -go to Settings > General, then tap About. 
  
And for Android you need to check what version android it supports , if your 
phone has the older ver8 Oreo or 7 Nougar it probably wont work - 
  
To check what version of Android you have: 1 Swipe up from the home 
screen. 2 Tap Settings. 3 Tap on the Search icon.4 Type "Software 
information" 5 Tap "Software information" 6 Tap "Software information" 
again. 7 The Android version that your phone is running will be displayed. 
FYI android all the versions here with names and numbers Android version 
history – Wikipedia  Android version history - Wikipedia 
  
A great source of information regarding Arculus card can be found here - 
  
Frequently Asked Questions | Arculus (getarculus.com) 
  
So you ask about alternatives and I say if you cannot get Arculus or for 
whatever reason, do not want Arculus, then I have shown two alternative 
options for hardware Cold wallet storage devices – 
  
Ledger – 
  
Ledger (Cold Wallet) Questions & Info *Can be answered by other 
Angels* - Human Angel Services (activeboard.com) 
  

https://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/what-is-nfc/
https://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/what-is-nfc/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_version_history
https://www.getarculus.com/faqs/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339630/ledger-cold-wallet-questions-info-can-be-answered-by-other-a/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339630/ledger-cold-wallet-questions-info-can-be-answered-by-other-a/


Scroll down on this post above and on may22 I show - Ledger comes in 
three flavours - ledger nano S the small entry level , and Nano X Bluetooth, 
and Nano S Plus, both last two are premium products 
  
And the other big market leader is : 
  
Trezor - 
  
Trezor (Cold Wallet) Questions & Info *Can be answered by other 
Angels* - Human Angel Services (activeboard.com) 

  
You ask about strongest options for security All of the above can hold billions 
in crypto on a single drive – its just zeros and ones, and as we are not 
holding hundreds of asset types – we are not crypto trading just cold storage 
strategic Vaulting. And to answer your question, all of these options listed 
above have world class proven security. 
  
Lots of other devices are available and I must say please use your 
discernment when opting to store your Crypto on other devices not listed 
above, personally I would use one of the above.  I know some others have 
lots of fancy features and great sales talk, but do they have a proven track 
record or recommendation by Alexander, well no, but It’s your crypto your 
money and ultimately your choice. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  

ANGEL QUESTION 21 :  
  
What is your view about trying the new App put out by Elon Musk where the 
initial invest$ is $300 then you see how the investment grows?! Some have 
said they tried it for 15 days & made $7,000+. Should we try this while 
waiting for our RV Invitation/GCR exchanges? 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  I have not seen the app you refer to – are you 
sure it’s an official Musk app? please beware of algorithmic get rich quick 
trading apps, as some are most probably a scam, especially if they seem 
just too good to be true. I draw your attention to a post by musk - on May 8, 
Musk had a new message for his 53 million Twitter followers. 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339634/trezor-cold-wallet-questions-info-can-be-answered-by-other-a/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339634/trezor-cold-wallet-questions-info-can-be-answered-by-other-a/


“Cryptocurrency is promising,” Musk wrote on Friday, “but please invest with 
caution!” 
  
So, my personal view is that as we progress on our TDP path we must treat 
Crypto as a tool for Cold Storage future wealth generation and money 
distribution out, a good policy is Invest and forget and not get side-tracked 
into new schemes, new coins, new issues of Crypto assets, new apps, and 
products that will undoubtedly flood the market once we begin. Otherwise 
we will become Crypto asset day traders and Investors, so wrapped up, we 
forget about why we are here – Our Safe Havens. 
  
IMHO We are about money out, especially once we have protected our 
settlement principle with a bare minimum 10% principle into BTC as advised 
many times by Alexander. 
  
Put in your initial Cold storage orders with OTC broker and buy enough extra 
to make gifts out, and then forget crypto investing. Maybe I will do a small 
hobby type personal “money pool” and invest and play around in the crypto 
field but I know I must focus on getting to work planning my giving. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
  
ANGEL QUESTION 22 :  
  
Can you kindly do a summary with a list of articles and videos we can study 
to fully understand CRPTOS. Many wants to be part of your awesome advice 
and write ups but still need NOT encouragement but understanding. DO AN 
IDIOTS GUIDE TO CRPTOS.....please.! SOOO....proud of you. God bless you 
good works 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Asking for a idiot guide in a few easy steps is 
like asking someone to explain music in 300 words – where should we start 
Beethoven?  no too old, what about Elvis no, what about more modern, what 
about Billie Eilish  (who ? if you don’t know who that is - ask any kid..lol) too 
young ok, what about Christ Stapleton, too country, well what about one of 
my favourites Gregory Porter?….. see what I mean, so much choice, anyway 
as normal I digress, please forgive me, back to work david answer the 
question. 
  



Ultimately you need to do the leg work, No one can do this for you, and 
watching a set number of videos will not be full training. Do not get into fear 
mode, just learn the basics at your pace, it’s easy, its new, and its different, 
but it’s not difficult. We all learnt eBay + PayPal, using our credit cards, 
using contactless payments at the store, and no manual was ever issued for 
any of that.   What I will do is list in order, links packed with info and articles 
that will give a great overview and grounding of whats what just for you. It 
will never make you an expert, but it will make you proficient in getting your 
Crypto into Cold storage Vaults therefore protecting your settlement 
principle (if you so choose.) 
  
Read the big introduction to crypto – its in 3 parts the first 2 parts are 
essential reading part three is just extra info and for us not essential.  It can 
be found here https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68276879/
crypto-my-perspective-and-personal-guide-around-bitcoin-and-/  You will 
need to understand each asset class by its ticker Bitcoin=BTC you will need 
to understand seed recovery words for any wallet You will need to know 
wallet public facing address (all in 1 above) 
  
Pick your Cold storage hardware wallet – (your cold storage Vault) you have 
been presented with a strong option to consider if in the continental USA and 
that is Arculus – and a guide is here ….. Arculus (Cold Wallet) Questions & 
Info*Can be answered by other Angels* - Human Angel Services 
(activeboard.com) Alternatively or if you cannot use  Arculus in your 
location, a couple of others for consideration are Ledger see here …Ledger 
(Cold Wallet) Questions & Info *Can be answered by other Angels* - Human 
Angel Services (activeboard.com) and Trezor are explained here ……Trezor 
(Cold Wallet) Questions & Info *Can be answered by other Angels* - Human 
Angel Services (activeboard.com) many many others exist but at this stage 
why make it over complicated. 
  
You need to pick a hot wallet for your phone or tablet – see  Coinbase (Hot 
Wallet) Questions & Info *Can be answered by other Angels* - Human Angel 
Services (activeboard.com).  Remember Coinbase also do a trading account 
and that app is different from the free to use wallet only. So we have 
Coinbase app and one I use is the Exodus wallet a posting about this can be 
found here Exodus (Hot Wallet) Questions & Info *Can be answered by other 
Angels* - Human Angel Services (activeboard.com)  many many others exist 
but at this stage why make it over complicated. 
  
You need an OTC broker – Pick one. Coinbase is an excellent worldwide 
choice as one of the biggest players and many set up a Coinbase account 
(see above in 3) as a steppingstone to this. Best Bitcoin OTC Brokers: Top 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68276879/crypto-my-perspective-and-personal-guide-around-bitcoin-and-/
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Crypto Over-the-Counter Trading Investments - Human Angel Services 
(activeboard.com) OTC is a Crypto dealer (stockbroker for crypto) who will 
handle large amounts of volume and transact deals on your behalf – only 
you know what numbers you need to achieve - and they will fill the order for 
you and send Crypto to your designated Hardware storage wallet (see above 
in Now that is easy. 
  
That’s it – just 1+2+3+4 – and if you’re just going to buy Bitcoin at 10% of 
settlement well you only need to think about one asset class on your wallets 
BTC, that is super easy, the problem is you are getting too much information 
rather than not having enough, this is a Crypto 101 intense course, it’s more 
like a Crypto DoJo . 
  
So using that analogy of a Crypto DoJo lets “wax on and wax off” - You can 
practice with various coins, some extremely cheap, just pennies or less, – 
and you should do a personal wallet to wallet transfer at least once - to get 
used to this – see How To Do A Wallet to Wallet Transfer - Human Angel 
Services (activeboard.com) 
  
Re read all the crypto questions  Bulldog's Crypto Pound - Human Angel 
Services (activeboard.com)   they are all shown here. 
  
Also see the Crypto area with many Angel’s posting - this is packed with 
advice – links views and solutions  https://
humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646226/crypto/ 
  
Do not over think this keep it simple, just because your hardware wallet 
supports 500 crypto assets just install the few you need. The mission is to 
protect your settlement principle with crypto - the advice from Alexander has 
been “put 10% of settlement as minimum into BTC “, use baby steps, get 
this done first, then move on with your other activities, or other strategic 
vaulted crypto holdings. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
  
ANGEL QUESTION 23:  
  
Can you check into Strike.me I wrote a post about this, but is it viable? Is 
Strike.me a Better Option for Buying BTC with Less Fees than an Exchange 
or OTC? https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68526667/is-

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68454657/best-bitcoin-otc-brokers-top-crypto-over-the-counter-trading/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68454657/best-bitcoin-otc-brokers-top-crypto-over-the-counter-trading/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646409/bulldogs-crypto-pound/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646409/bulldogs-crypto-pound/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646226/crypto/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646226/crypto/
http://strike.me/
http://strike.me/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68526667/is-strikeme-a-better-option-for-buying-btc-with-less-fees-th/?page=1#comment-68526667


strikeme-a-better-option-for-buying-btc-with-less-fees-th/?
page=1#comment-68526667 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Ok let me answer this by first saying we are 
early adopters in the Crypto field, as we get close to full CBDC rollout and as 
governments legislate and issue a full regulatory framework, I am sure 
numerous new and innovative products will be available. For the main batch 
of HAS crypto newbies and some HAS whales, storing huge amounts of 
crypto the hardware wallets previously recommended should stand as they 
have a world class proven track record. Its not a matter of saving on price, 
we are not buying a forty dollars’ worth where a ten-dollar fee is a problem, 
we are buying millions or even billions in one OTC order, we can afford the 
fees. 
  
Now with that said above - some of these new ideas/apps and hardware look 
great and need testing, and maybe a few of us can do that in small scale, 
and report back once a full regulatory framework is in place and all the dust 
has settled. Strike - A more connected world and the visa card option you 
mention in your question looks very interesting. I have used other 
companies with visa linked crypto accounts before and are very good on/
offboarding options. 
  
So shall we have some fun and take a look at a few new things floating 
around in Crypto space – just a few examples not recommended, but here 
for academic learning, these show interesting ideas and come from 
Companies like Bannx Baanx.com and hardware lattice by grid 
+ GridPlus and BC vault   https://bc-vault.com/  and cards like “Strike” and 
Tangem Home (tangem.com) also Cryptopay along with new mobiles by - 
PundiX BOB  PundiX's Blockchain Phone and Samsung Makes It Easier to Use 
Blockchain on Galaxy Devices   along with finance ideas like - El Salvador’s 
Volcano bonds Are El Salvador’s Bitcoin “Volcano Bonds” are possibly future 
game changers in the making IMHO- , some will just fail or be proved a 
nonstarter, some will flourish, time will tell. 
  
But here and now this just muddies the waters in our mission to  protect our 
settlement principles with crypto – and I repeat again  the advice from 
Alexander has been “put 10% of settlement as minimum into BTC “, let’s get 
this done first with proven solutions, then move on with other activities, and 
then use new products and have some fun as we test, report, and spread 
the word on crypto, whilst all the time healing the souls of the world with our 
Safe Havens worldwide. 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68526667/is-strikeme-a-better-option-for-buying-btc-with-less-fees-th/?page=1#comment-68526667
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68526667/is-strikeme-a-better-option-for-buying-btc-with-less-fees-th/?page=1#comment-68526667
https://strike.me/
https://www.baanx.com/
https://gridplus.io/
https://bc-vault.com/
https://cards.tangem.com/
https://cryptopay.me/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2019/09/11/pundixs-blockchain-phone-is-now-called-bob-and-its-coming-soon/
https://news.samsung.com/global/samsung-makes-it-easier-to-use-blockchain-on-galaxy-devices-with-support-for-hardware-wallets
https://news.samsung.com/global/samsung-makes-it-easier-to-use-blockchain-on-galaxy-devices-with-support-for-hardware-wallets
https://www.coindesk.com/podcasts/the-breakdown-with-nlw/are-el-salvadors-bitcoin-volcano-bonds-an-end-run-around-the-imf/


  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
  
ANGEL QUESTION 24:  
  
CBTC/OTC Purchase process Question: 1). There are several of HAS Angels 
who lives in Hawaii. Due to the stringent rules & regulations of HI’s 
governing body about crypto currencies, residents of HI are NOT allowed to 
buy any crypto greater than $10K. 2). Hawaii being geographically outside of 
continental USA, even though we are the 50th state, most, if not all the cold 
wallets: Ledger, Arculus, etc., are not available for us. 3). I voiced my 
concern to our great leader, A, whom I respect very much, re: OTC purchase 
greater than $100K post blessing and he suggested to “email the OTC 
Agents, once ready to buy OTC.”4). I have been watching most, if not all, of 
the BTC, crypto videos, ad nauseum, the weblinks from our HAS members 
being shared with us on a daily basis. I’m a little familiar with the “language 
and processes” about BTC & cryptocurrencies. Given the concerns I 
delineated on #s:1-3 above, May I please ask your opinion, advise, etc. 
what are we are to do, as HI residents, to buy BTC/OTC (greater than $100K 
and above) and the other cryptos post blessings, if the “cold wallets” we 
could not purchase bec these companies does not service HI residents?! 
What are the proper questions shall I ask the OTC Agents, when I email 
them? Appreciate your expert opinion and in assisting us or guiding us on 
what we need to do so we could buy BTC/OTC and the other cryptos…post 
blessing…that is fastly approaching…Mahalo Nui Loa. 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Okay Aloha to you also – So without generating 
any fear in these answers let’s take you question piece by piece and try and 
get you sorted. If holding or buying Crypto is illegal in your state or province 
its Illegal nothing more to do. We should always abide by the state and 
country laws where we live but must also research what is outlawed, and 
what is just not possible because companies do not offer services in these 
areas because of admin difficulties, they are two very different propositions. 
Headlines in papers “Crypto banned in town” usually only relates to that one 
company, and when fully investigated, it turns out something like - they just 
did not pay the local taxes or forgot to fill in the needed forms on time so 
they just up sticks and left ..etc etc. 
  



So yes, some geographical areas do have backward thinking laws currently 
on crypto, and Hawaii is no friend if you want to acquire and hold crypto. 
That said my understanding is Crypto is not outlawed or banned in Hawaii, 
but they might slow you down making onramp fiat money payments for 
crypto exchanges etc from local banks I suspect it’s the local anti-money 
laundering and KYC laws that are causing you problems in HI– one thing to 
note (Your money will not be in local banks but off books in Custodial 
accounts) so you won’t have to be at the bank window explaining your 
business to the teller will you?. 
  
A few internet searches show others are also in Hawaii buying and selling 
crypto and finding positive solutions – they probably will not have a OTC 
needs – These are not endorsed or recommended by this author, but are 
shown here for you to take a look as they relate to your area. A note of 
caution on the below links -please do not mention HAS or OTC volumes you 
need in a public open forum like the ones below and accept that most 
posting are of a lower fear-based vibration, that said it can still be a useful 
place to gain contacts and information to solve your Higher Vibrational 
problem with Crypto. 
  
Find out where to buy Crypto in Hawaii | finder.com 
  
9 Exchanges to Buy Crypto & Bitcoin in Hawaii (2022) 
(buybitcoinworldwide.com) 
  
Hawaii Crypto - Web 3.0, NFTs, Cryptocurrency, Defi and more 
  
How To Crypto Hawaii 
  
Hawaii Crypto | Facebook 
  
Cryptocurrency groups in Honolulu - Meetup 
  
Second question: the outside of continental USA – yep Arculus is not for you 
as the app is not supported (it’s only a small team I suspect, and so they 
limit support and Appstore availability of the cards-btw they are looking at 
expanding I have emailed them) so for you for now  its Ledger Hardware 
Wallet  Ledger or Trezor Trezor Hardware Wallet (Official)  and those work in 
your area the app should be available from IOS or Google download store for 
your devices. So yes, you do have a solution. Both of these are world class 
solutions. 
  

https://www.finder.com/how-to-buy-cryptocurrency-hawaii
https://www.buybitcoinworldwide.com/hawaii/
https://www.buybitcoinworldwide.com/hawaii/
https://hawaiicrypto.org/
https://www.howtocryptohawaii.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/hawaiicrypto
https://www.meetup.com/topics/cryptocurrency/us/hi/honolulu/
https://www.ledger.com/
https://www.ledger.com/
https://trezor.io/


Third question – yes email the OTC brokers with your positions you want to 
fill and they will advise – I am sure many Hawaii residents have investments 
and business and non-profits based in continental USA and that is not illegal 
– maybe that is your solution, maybe its just because Kracken or Binance 
don’t want the admin hassle they just refuse to trade in your province – 
either way you need to do the legwork and I am sure you will find a positive 
and legal solution for your problem. 
  
Over the years I have noticed an ex-newsman and prominent resident of HI 
and crypto champion who has made a solution clear many times over the 
years. He suggests OTC brokerage for HI can be done with Caleb and 
Brown Caleb and Brown - Your Cryptocurrency Brokerage  so its worth a 
contact, Gemini is another big player worth emailing Hawaii | Areas of 
Availability | Gemini 
  
I am no USA tax expert but you should get legal and accounting advice 
-under current regulation , you may have to hold this in a non-personal 
holding, ie - corporation or LLP –or  501c non-profit-or  or use trusts,  or use 
trusts created in mainland USA states, but it can be held, of that I am sure. I 
would highly recommend you talk to them about all the legal solutions for 
your crypto positions you want to fill. 
  
You first need to buy a storage Cold wallet device so pick one, buy it and set 
it up. 
  
I would establish an account with whichever OTC broker you choose – you 
will need to do KYC (no not the chicken shop) but know your customer, 
copies of driving licences and ID checks, etc etc. (a quick tip)- if you upload 
pictures do not crop them or apply filters on phone or computer they will be 
rejected – just send whole picture. AML and AML2 being anti-money 
laundering checks - need filling in so more forms, with some asking for proof 
of funds or income statements, or bank account copies. Yep, it’s a pain. 
Phew and you now have an account. If you want to open a small account pre 
blessing as many have, it has to be a non OTC brokerage and just upgrade 
that after for bigger sums. 
  
You then need to work out what you are going to do in crypto – a bare 
minimum is 10% BTC of settlement so get your sums done, if you want 
more assets calculate that.  Say you calculate you need £30m in crypto (just 
as a hypothetical number) divide that by $20,000 (the price you have been 
advised to start buying at) and you get about 2500 BTC a huge amount but 
its where you’re at. 
  

https://www.calebandbrown.com/
https://www.gemini.com/areas-of-availability/hawaii-us
https://www.gemini.com/areas-of-availability/hawaii-us


Fourth question – I’m no expert and nothing special about me - I’m just a bit 
ahead of some of you in the crypto understanding- we are all learning this 
together, especially now as new laws are being unrolled every week 
worldwide – say for example this crash happens very soon you may find the 
legal and regulatory framework changes overnight in your province. we can 
only speak of the current June 10th, 2022, position. 
  
Ok the last part of your question “proper questions shall I ask the OTC 
Agents “ 
  
I would just set the account up first You could just write them an email 
saying you want to invest a windfall (clearing soon) and need advice for over 
$100,000 investments in BTC especially where you live in Hawaii, you will 
probably be able to pay direct from treasury account not a local bank and 
see what the response is. Ask if you can set it up and do all the background 
checks etc now and be ready.  They will have all your personal details from 
KYC if you already have an account, but they will be used to people moving 
big sums into crypto and provide support and solutions. 
  
You may not (off the bat) tell them you want to fill a (hypothetical) position 
of 2500 BTC once the money is all cleared your end, – please don’t lie but do 
not elaborate either. 
  
When you place the big order Tell them you want to buy at $20,000 and 
keep buying until it falls to $10,000 and then go all in to fill the order. 
  
Gemini have trading smaller accounts and OTC desks – I think Caleb and 
brown are just brokers and OTC agents not sure of volumes. 
  
Its your settlement money and your responsibility to manage this – you 
need to write the emails and make the calls and find out, do the leg work.  
Think outside the box, be persistent. 
  
I hope I have given some CAN DO ideas for you to fulfil the Z/B/T formula 
that will complete us all in this very lengthy Q+A, thank you BTW for staying 
with it and reading it all. Christ Yahushua is Love and will find a way to bless 
her people that I am sure, much Love to you. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
  
ANGEL QUESTION 25:  



  
Could you kindly unwind A’s advice re transferring funds from custodial 
account to Stablecoins USDC which is gold-backed, multi-denominational, 
crypto- conversion capability and value secure. Is this available to 
multinationals? Thanks for your input and insight. 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Okay my standard disclaimer is Out of respect 
only Alexander can answer for what he is thinking but I will try and give my 
personal opinion of what I think the comments from chat post about 
Stablecoins is about see the UPDATED SATURDAY 7th MAY 2022-
 "Stablecoins" UPDATED - HAS Post see here for what its  all about. AND YEP 
I HAD TO SCROLL THROUGH WEEKS OF STUFF AND RUN A SEARCH TO FIND 
THAT ..LOL 
  
As part of a series, he is teaching us that giving in cash post blessing and 
(only after you secure your Vaulted crypto % to hedge wealth), gifting in 
cash may not be the best option. It’s just a solution part of many postings 
and notes trying and show us how to manage our blessing and grow our 
wealth and stay safe going forward. 
  
In this post above he states cash given may be reduced by a global financial 
event, in fact giving BTC Bitcoin may be unstable for a while, and as many 
believe stable coins are the forerunners of CBDC in good time we will all use 
these. He was warning us of algorithmically traded unstable Stable coins that 
could fail, and recommended a good coin to use, being USDC which could be 
gifted at no loss of value should events overtake us. 
  
You could gift in cash or in BTC or USDC stable coin.  it’s called “USD coin” 
its ticker is USDC USD Coin | CoinMarketCap    please do not mix this up 
with other similar sounding and named coins 
  
Its Multi-currency and Multinational because any country in the world can 
convert USDC to BTC and in time local CBDC in a flash no fed wire, no 
western union, just wallet to wallet anywhere in the world without any 
restriction, no forms no paperwork just easy blessing anyone you choose. All 
current crypto wallets I can think of anywhere in the world right now can 
take USDC and convert into fiat money already.  You can now send me USDC 
now in the UK and I can send it from my hot or cold wallet and swap it into 
BTC or LTE or like and move it to my PayPal account and turn it into fiat UK 
Pounds today and then send it out to my UK bank account Today. All with no 
banks or forms your end. All you need is my public facing wallet address for 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68439336/stablecoins-updated-has-post-saturday-may-7-2022/
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/usd-coin/


that asset you are sending ie USDC. I only show PayPal as an example for 
people, most do not even need that step – it can be converted straight from 
a Binance or Gemini or Coinbase app straight into local bank fiat money. It 
really is that easy anywhere in the world. 
  
Now if you have an idea on the numbers you want to put into crypto – you 
need a Hardware wallet set up as a place to put assets prior to your OTC 
purchase. 
  
If you are set up with OTC and are ready to put in the order for your BTC 
“big buys” you could fund your OTC account and convert fiat and hold USDC 
stable coin asset not fiat dollars in your OTC account- ready for your 
transactions. 
  
You could then acquire more USDC stable coin for any gifting after as a safe 
no bank solution, keeping you out of the spotlight of banks.  This is a worth 
much consideration, as I believe we all need to get used to crypto in our 
daily lives and the spread and speeding up its daily use will be a good thing. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
  
ANGEL QUESTION 26:  
  
CBTC/OTC Purchase Question: Will not download Ledger live (this is a result 
page of no download) file:///home/pet/Downloads/ledger-live-
desktop-2.42.0-linux-x86_64(1).AppImage; On a training site I tried setting 
up a manager page. pet@pet-ThinkPad-X1-Carbon-3rd:~$ (chod +x Ledger-
Live-*.Applmage.) Command 'chod' not found, did you mean: command 
'chmod' from deb coreutils Try: sudo apt install <deb name> 
  
[then follows a 3 PAGE TECHNICAL USERS DATA LOG – REDACTED HERE by 
Bulldog for users security]  ………contd. 
  
I am afraid to continue in case I screw up the system) Also: #2 problem: 
Ledge Nano S is not completing on the mobile either. I realize I have to have 
a wallet to send cryptos too whether it be soft or hard and nothing is jiving. I 
am bewildered. Can't buy the Arculus card because I do not live in the 
States. The UK card is expensive for me right now to try that. 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  



Thank you for the question.  Okay Lets all take a deep breath and let’s not 
go down the rabbit hole of can’t do, today it’s all about CAN DO positive 
solutions and no fear mode here. 
  
please forgive me for redacting most of the technical parts at the start of 
this question- but it serves no benefit to the group as a whole and it’s 
probably better for your security I take it out. I must issue a word of caution 
this is not a hardware support, or computer repair forum, but I want to help 
Angels get setup the best I can. It may not give you the outcome you want 
to hear, but it will spell out practical steps to diagnose, troubleshoot, and 
give some long-term resolution ideas. This is a short version for publication 
and a much longer technical reply has been PM to you. 
  
All HAS users I am sure, have had to look at devices and decide if any 
upgrade is needed to use crypto safely going forward. Some just do not have 
any current resources to upgrade pre-blessing and I get that, so I suggest in 
those cases putting a new phone (current 2022 spec) and a Crypto cold 
storage wallet compatible device (2022 spec) at the top of the first 100 to-
do lists. Until then just watch videos read articles and absorb the 
information. If your tech is out of date or not compatible, it just is what it is. 
I suspect new hardware is needed. In fact, I am writing this on a 8-year-old 
computer not compatible with windows 11 so it’s stuck in windows 10.  But I 
have taken responsibility, done my research, and checked, and this modest 
hardware fully updated and patched,does run my Ledger software, and 
works with my Nano device. Yippee 
  
Now you mentioned the phone also will not work, so I suspect we have more 
than just a few problems here,  with out of date hardware/troublesome 
software - that said we have spoken here before about phone compatibility 
as well as laptop/tablet compatibility so check that as well -  maybe question 
20 will help in this matter of phone compatibility see "QUESTION & ANSWER 
#20 
  
One important thing to remember -Now if you have the entry level NanoS 
model it cannot pair with a smartphone as the USB connector in the box is 
for a pc and is different on your phone, also this model has no Bluetooth or 
NFC so you may need a multi USB lead upgrade kit – please see  Ledger 
OTG Kit | Ledger   ( note -I think I might get one of these kits for myself – it 
might come in very handy ) 
  
Ledger hardware currently sell three flavours  of cold storage Hardware 
wallets – NANO X (flagship usb-c and Bluetooth ) Nano S (entry USB Type 
Micro-B) and NANO S plus (usb-c with new with big screen) 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68529516/bulldogs-crypto-pound-question-answer-20/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68529516/bulldogs-crypto-pound-question-answer-20/
https://shop.ledger.com/products/ledger-otg-kit
https://shop.ledger.com/products/ledger-otg-kit


  
Only you know the exact hardware and software configurations of your setup 
– both laptop and phone and now have a way to check its compatibility- but 
you must take responsibility as you are swimming against the tide here by 
using a rare form of operating system in Linux Mint. You are possibly the 
only person here I know using Linux Mint out of some 660 core users. That 
said its your choice, and I respect that, so may I direct you to- 
  
Linux mint support, - which  shows these articles that may be of use Ledger 
Nano Software Installation Problem - Linux Mint Forums 
  
Linux walkthrough setup video you might find of use-A good video for linux 
Ledger setup is here - Ledger Nano S | Linux Tutorial -https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=_e6d6PVsE-w 
  
When it comes to buying BTC we now have updated guidance and advice 
very kindly shared by Alexander in 14june22 to buy 1.111% of settlement 
into BTC -Bitcoin ASAP. BTC (1.111%)/ZW$ (100%)/TDP (101.11%)   we 
must always be fluid in our thinking, receptive to change, and flexible with 
our plans, as new or better ideas come forward. 
  
I hope above and the detailed extended PM has some good and practical 
links and help going forward, I cannot do more than this this for you, but the 
explanations stand as good examples for the group at large coping with 
various pieces of kit, and complex software mix, whilst testing and learning 
Crypto. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
  
ANGEL QUESTION 27:  
  
Hi Bulldog. I've read your question and answers, but I'm a lil confused... I 
have a Coinbase acct and wallet...I'm trying to transfer from my Acct toy 
wallet....do I need to repurchase to get the Btc and USDC transferred Into 
my Coinbase wallet?? I've just been practicing with a few hundred dollars... 
Sofar...the crypto is still on n my account, but not in my Coinbase wallet.. I 
thank you !! urchase Question: Will not download 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  

https://forums.linuxmint.com/viewtopic.php?t=366371
https://forums.linuxmint.com/viewtopic.php?t=366371
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_e6d6PVsE-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_e6d6PVsE-w


Thank you for the question.  Okay Lets look at this -so you have practiced 
buying small amounts of BTC and USDC great – and you have them in an 
account – way to go . Yippeee 
  
Please forgive me It’s not clear from your question where your purchased 
crypto is held – from your question you seem to have the crypto in your 
Coinbase trading Account (which is still a wallet)  and you want to transfer 
this into Coinbase wallet app. Doing a test transfer to yourself effectively. 
Small amounts is great and it is the best way to learn. You need to do a 
simple wallet to wallet transfer one crypto asset at a time. Remember only 
BTC to BTC wallets, SHIB to SHIB etc etc. 
  
You need to identify where the asset is now – we will call this A – that is 
your source of transfer . This wallet will need to send outward. 
  
and you will need to identify where you are going to send it – the destination 
– we can call this B - this will receive inward. 
  
please see my example of a wallet to wallet transfer to get used to this – 
see How To Do A Wallet to Wallet Transfer - Human Angel Services 
(activeboard.com) 
  
in this example my source A is my Coinbase trading account – screenshots in 
white - and my destination B shown in black screenshots– is my Exodus (hot 
wallet).  In the example I am only sending one asset type SHIB. If You have 
two assets then you need to do one separate transfer for your BTC and 
another for USDC and each one has a unique send and receive address. 
  
You would usually move crypto offline into your personal Cold storage 
Hardware wallet– I assume this will be your Arculus card when you get one . 
The steps above are the same but this time Arculus will become B your 
destination for any transfers. 
  
You can also buy crypto via your Arculus app and card – it uses a liquidity 
partner Simplex (so they act like your exchange or onboarding partner) and 
you need to allow your camera etc for KYC see How do I buy crypto assets 
and add to my Arculus Wallet? – ARCULUS      You could then buy a little 
crypto on your card and do a transfer to yourself - setup a free Hot wallet of 
your choosing, and you could then be adventurous and send it back to your 
Arculus card – like a real pro. Time to celebrate, go on do a little dance ….. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://support.arculus.co/hc/en-us/articles/4418114313495-How-do-I-buy-crypto-assets-and-add-to-my-Arculus-Wallet-
https://support.arculus.co/hc/en-us/articles/4418114313495-How-do-I-buy-crypto-assets-and-add-to-my-Arculus-Wallet-


  
  
ANGEL QUESTION 28:  
  
Do I have it right that the cold wallet is where we keep the BTC we buy 
initially & never sell? 2) is there a transaction fee when we practice buying 
BTC? if so, makes practicing pricey! 
  
Also: 
  
Question: 1) I have my Arculus cold wallet ordered. It arrives Friday. Set up 
seems complex, but doable. 2) how can I buy $10 of BTC to practice as 
Alexander suggested today? 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Yes, you have it right, the cold wallet, well it’s 
like a safe, a vault, it’s your personal Hardware Cold Wallet storage device 
ARCULUS – offline safe and secure. 
  
Now your second question fees – yes, all transactions including transfers 
(wallet to wallet) have fees – nobody will do this for nothing will they. So, 
buy a small amount $10 or $50 and if the fees are a few bucks, oh well suck 
it up. And when you do a wallet to wallet transfer especially with bitcoin you 
can normally see a sliding charges or block time slider somewhere on screen 
maybe in the corner , if you want it sent now (a bit like express mail) you 
pay more – and if you want it sent slower – (and cheaper)  select that, just 
one note if you select the slowest and cheapest option you have to wait 
longer for confirmations to be update and therefore your receiving wallet 
may say pending for hours until it verifies the transaction. Other non BTC 
assets need you to have a little “GAS” money left in the wallets to pay for 
fees. It sounds really complicated but its not. Some wallets have a “send all” 
button – and it calculates the max amount and automatically deducts the 
fees to leave the wallet with a zero balance, otherwise when transferring 
out, leave a little behind as gas money. Play around and see, its quite easy. 
  
Take a look at my wallet to wallet transfer example – you will see the fees 
and full calculation this example uses SHIB on the ETH network but still a 
great example see How To Do A Wallet to Wallet Transfer - Human Angel 
Services (activeboard.com) 
  
As for fees being pricey- we can afford it, you know how I know, Because 
Christ has blessed us with this burden of learning crypto so we can harvest 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/


the blessing and secure our future multi-generational giving. Christ is Truly 
Love. 
  
As to your second round of questions – thank you again for asking. Now 
ARCULUS setup is so easy you will blast through this in minutes. You can 
practice buying $10 with an account at an exchange – say Coinbase in the 
USA (as this is online and you have no hardware its called a Hot or software 
wallet) – you will need to set this up, as you could choose to use them as 
your OTC broker to place your big order post blessing. So when you have 
bought a few bucks worth of crypto (which you can do that now - no waiting 
needed) – you can practice transfer it into your cold storage Arculus 
(hardware wallet) with a wallet to wallet transfer on Friday, super easy. I’m 
so excited for you taking the first steps – you have asked questions great, 
ordered the hardware superb, and now will get in your practice Yippee, all 
ready. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
  
ANGEL QUESTION 29:  
  
in Australia where is the safest site to buy bitcoin and where is the best for 
OTC buy when time comes. thank you Iain 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Okay Iain your very kind question states when 
the time comes -well my friend the time is now, we are at the point you 
need to be doing test transfers and buying small amounts say £10 or AU$20 
and moving it around in test wallet to wallet transfers. 
  
I have a sort of 1,2,3,4 easy steps guide in question 22 see  "BULLDOG'S 
CRYPTO ANSWER #22 
  
And you need to pick a big OTC broker that deals in your state and 
country https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/bitcoin-otc-brokers/ – the biggest 
players are Coinbase, – Gemini, - Kracken, - Binance, – and Caleb & Brown,  
 I think Caleb have offices in Australia . 
  
All steps needed are in the #22 post.  You just need to choose where you 
put your money, it’s your money after all. My personal advice please avoid 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68536383/bulldogs-crypto-pound-question-answer-22/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68536383/bulldogs-crypto-pound-question-answer-22/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/bitcoin-otc-brokers/Y


smaller players – this will be a volatile time and many unsound or unproven 
companies without track record will fail, even in crypto. 
  
So, get your cold storage device set up – get a hot wallet and do the small 
test transfers now get setup on your exchange of choice and you are ready 
to go for the off. 
  
Please remember When it comes to buying BTC we now have new updated 
guidance and advice very kindly shared by Alexander on 14june22 to buy 
1.111% of settlement into BTC -Bitcoin ASAP.                         
  
BTC (1.111%)/ZW$ (100%)/TDP (101.11%)   we must always be fluid in our 
thinking. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
  
ANGEL QUESTION 30:  
  
Looking for info on how to purchase bitcoin in a trust or how to transfer it 
into a trust? Thank you 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question. Firstly, this is not offering any legal or 
investment advice here – this is slightly off topic but is a valid question, and 
I will try to explain the concepts only for Academic purposes, -this is my 
personal opinion and perspective only. 
  
A trust is a private legal document under international law, it has its own 
category   TRUST LAW , and depending how its structured the assets are not 
held by the originator but by the trustees. 
  
Trusts are extremely complex. You will need a trust lawyer (attorney), and 
sound planning advice before the trust is executed, (signed sealed and 
delivered) - but they have many similar things in structure, I will briefly 
explain a few of the concepts below. 
  
Settlor or Grantor / creator - Role- they relinquish control of assets to 
trustee 
  
Beneficiary  -Role- is primarily to receive beneficial interest from trust 



  
Trustees  - Role- They take on the lawful responsibility of asset ownership - 
They have “legal title” to Assets in trust with no beneficial interest.  Non 
equitable. Duty to earmark assets. 
  
the trust documents - normally bound together -they  include: 
  
Trust indenture. Initial contract and process being about 11-13 page rules 
out of 36 pages etc.  Document of setup and rules-powers trustees have 
power to make additional clauses to enhance but not contradictory to trust 
purpose.   This is the evidence the trust has been created . ( This is a private 
document and is the rule book in law for how who and why). 
  
  
TRUST ABSTRACT-8-10 pages average  - includes but not exclusive - a 
Memorandum minute- (synopsis of Indenture),     a Banking resolution 
minute , A Managers & executive agreement minute, A Trust certification 
minute , and A Addendum to Schedule “A”.   (this short doc) is normally 
given to banks and is a semi private document, none of these are published 
online ever making trusts private. 
  
Minutes: The minutes control the trustees. All decisions must be minuted 
and kept. 
  
this Keep running tally of minutes- dated and numbered, also Trust mins 
make the Trust Dynamic- with paperTrail 
  
Trust manual -Given as guide to using the trust. 
  
Now back to question about holding BTC Bitcoin or any crypto -so once a 
trust is set up and structured correctly - the trustee could open any account 
say Coinbase etc - operate any cold storage ie Arculus and buy and sell and 
hold any asset including cash , bank deposits , stocks , shares, Real Estate 
and lands , and alternative investment class assets such as crypto, all based 
on the trust documents created. 
  
Trustees have a fiduciary responsibility and its taken very seriously in law – 
hence the saying “ A breach of trust” 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 



UPDATE JULY 1, 2022 

ANGEL QUESTION 31:  
  
Arculus said to call Simplex.com who they clear with. My CITI debit card 
wouldn’t go thru as well as other credit cards. No problems with my 
accounts but Arculus is saying it’s something with KYC, know your customer. 
I gave them all the identifying info. 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Okay I understand from the question that you 
are trying to buy crypto with your Arculus account – that not how I would 
approach this, I would propose you set up an account with a brokerage 
ready for OTC , it can be a non OTC account for now and link that to your 
bank and fill out all the KYC and AML stuff – think Coinbase – Gemeni – 
Kracken  etc , then test transfer small amounts say $10-20 to your cold 
storage Arculus account. But ok you are finding a problem so let’s take a 
look at it. 
  
Because you bought a Arculus card (great choice btw) you can install the 
app and pair the card, you created your security and made the recovery 
sequence. Just one point to note never ever give this to anyone – with just 
these 24 words they can recreate your entire wallet. So you re all set up 
perfect, you now notice another feature of your card - a service provided to 
Arculus customers to buy trade and (swap in some case crypto).  This extra 
service is not done through Arculus but a 3rd party agent who takes care of 
the KYC, the verification and the handling of onboarding the payments to the 
account, effectively funding the wallet with fiat dollars ready to spend on 
crypto. Think paypal and the money transfer agent Simplex) and Ebay as the 
store (Arculus) you buy from. Simplex | Simplex is the fiat/crypto 
pioneer they have a whole separate set of verification rules policies and 
hoops to jump through, which can be affected by state, province, your local 
bank policy. 
  
Please remember when you upload ID verification – please use no filters on 
pictures, they may iron out those wrinkles but the software will know and 
reject it , no cropping or editing of the pictures just send the complete 
picture otherwise they may and do reject it. 
  
Funny story – after giving out so much advice over the last few weeks I had 
to login and reactivate my crypto account and re verify myself on my 
account with id for KYC – and I swear if a prize for the worst selfie ever was 

http://simplex.com/
https://www.simplex.com/
https://www.simplex.com/


given I would have won – I think I was in chat until about 3am (UK) the 
night before and wow I looked like I slept on a bench, and it just shows 
every wrinkle in the high definition picture needed eeeekkk , so I decided its 
not a fashion show or a tinder profile so just took the thing and yes it was 
accepted and all set up. Now that picture was definitely a swipe “left for no” 
type picture…  the point is, do not be self conscious just get it done, anyway 
I digress back to work david answer the question…oops 
  
Some companies specify no scans only pictures taken with camera or phone 
camera otherwise they will reject it. Sometimes the picture is not clear 
enough to be read so it fails. Sometimes you blink or its poor lighting and it 
fails, sometimes the date on utility bill is not within the specified period – 
usually last 90 days and it fails, sometimes you bank will not authorize 
because they have a no crypto policy and will stop you on ramping to 
anyone they see as unsuitable (and this does happen) and of course again it 
fails. So, in these cases the on ramping companies like Simplex use a variety 
of ways to verify you, set you up and make sure you are who you are. You 
may have to write on a piece of paper a word or phrase sign and date it and 
hold that in the shot whilst taking a selfie, they may want emails or 2fa/3fa 
the list goes on and on but its all for your security.  See Why did my 
verification fail? – Simplex   and What if I can't record a video selfie 
verification? – Simplex 

the big brokers listed above are much better at this and it’s a smoother 
experience IMHO. 
  
I suspect and this is my personal opinion, this temp block is because the 
card issuer in conjunction with your local bank visa-master etc have a 
chargeback policy, think of buying a bar of gold with your visa card , once 
you leave the store its gone, the card company must carry the risk and 
cannot chargeback the seller, well that may apply here with crypo assets , 
and the on ramping company need to make double sure, also if you have 
great credit and spending power the risk goes up for the counterpaty, you 
can now (using the gold example) go in and buy six gold bars and leave , do 
you see what I mean ? 
  
I would suggest it is nothing to worry about, its not you , and you are just 
being slowed down and double checked and not blocked. Please follow the 
account advice given by Arculus. If you live in the continental USA and your 
ID and banking all checks out, you will be up and running in no time. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

https://support.simplex.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360018871617-Why-did-my-verification-fail-
https://support.simplex.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360018871617-Why-did-my-verification-fail-
https://support.simplex.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360018871317-What-if-I-can-t-record-a-video-selfie-verification-
https://support.simplex.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360018871317-What-if-I-can-t-record-a-video-selfie-verification-


ANGEL QUESTION 32:  
  
I have linked my Capital One checking account to Coinbase Pro and have 
been placing some small purchases as practice. Each time, I'm told that I 
have to wait 14 days to move my purchased coins to my Arculus wallet. I'm 
guessing that's because of my funding account (Capital One). Would using 
Paypal be a safer and quicker option to use to purchase my BTC on Coinbase 
Pro? I'm trying to avoid the 14 day wait period if possible. Thanks for your 
help. 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Well done you nearly all set up. 
  
I must say in my opinion it is normal for new account cash out (withdrawals 
of coins or cash) to be slowed down at the beginning. I think this could be 
because of any possible counterparty claim against your Capital One funding 
via chargeback on your card and account. Another reason could be during 
periods of high market volatility with so much being moved around coin 
liquidity is low and they just prioritize the “pay by card” pooled players first, 
otherwise network fees for smaller blocks would be high, but that is just my 
theory. Its not just new accounts that get slowed down BTW, random checks, 
new device logins, the odd forgotten password login attempt, all add or 
decrease risk, and can prompt a new, or updated set of KYC docs being 
required. 
  
Sometimes you get an email saying something like, “do you authorise this 
transaction/ account change made on xyz day for this amount” and even 
though it’s a pain, (check these genuine emails do not get put into -junk 
mail btw), they are sent to make sure your account, your funds, are super 
safe. When you follow the instructions and say “yes” your transaction snaps 
into place. Only you know when you have “traded” or “changed email 
address etc” so use a little caution, don’t click on everything (as you will get 
junk mail from scammers also) but it’s still a good system. 
  
You make a good point about PayPal – they do already know you-so less 
risk, If you have a small amount and can do a PayPal purchase try it, I have 
only ever used PayPal to offramp money back into a UK bank account a 
couple of times. I also fund inward to Coinbase etc via my bank the same as 
you. 
  



Another possible reason is banking compliance and regulatory checks, all 
being done in the background on a new account , please see this 
article How long does a sell or cashout (withdrawal) take to 
complete? | Coinbase Help     and here Why is my cryptocurrency 
send delayed? | Coinbase Help 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
ANGEL QUESTION 33:  
I missed this but where did the term sullivans sliver come from and the 1.1 
% come from.is this from the settlement price. Yhank you 4 your help. 
Jeshua is LORD 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question. Ok can I be honest I am a little surprised at this 
question even being asked, but I suppose I need to treat the question with a 
balanced perspective, and I have been asked a valid question, so I will do 
my best for you. 
  
I hope I can explain this in a way that articulates the gravity felt in the 
words received. In writing this I feel I need to be respectful to Alexander, 
and his entire family, who have given so much to help us all, so let me begin 
as I write this on Sunday 19th father’s day, the irony is not lost on me. My 
understanding of this is Alexander, upon his return to chat following his very 
nasty broken leg, and stay in hospital, shared with the group the very 
moving and heartfelt stories of his son Sullivan who passed a few years ago. 
It was a beautiful message he got from his dead son, it seriously brought 
tears to my eyes reading the posts, a man praying to Christ Yahushua and 
seeing a vision of His son who (clarified the formula for BTC preservation of 
wealth) -Wow, not a huge purchase, not a mountain of Bitcoin but a “Sliver”, 
a small 1.111% sliver,  and in honour to his dead son “Sullivan” – it was 
named by Alexander as “a Sullivan Sliver” . What an honour. 
  
you can find the posts in chat and newsletter from 13 -18 june 2022 
example links are: 
  
JUNE 13, 2022 - CHAT NOTES & ARTICLES #2  and 
  
JUNE 14, 2022 - CHAT NOTES & ARTICLES #2  and 
  
JUNE 15, 2022 - CHAT NOTES & ARTICLES #1-updated and 

https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/trading-and-funding/buying-selling-or-converting-crypto/how-long-does-a-sell-or-withdrawal-take-to-complete
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/trading-and-funding/buying-selling-or-converting-crypto/how-long-does-a-sell-or-withdrawal-take-to-complete
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/trading-and-funding/sending-or-receiving-cryptocurrency/why-is-my-cryptocurrency-withdrawal-delayed
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/trading-and-funding/sending-or-receiving-cryptocurrency/why-is-my-cryptocurrency-withdrawal-delayed
http://from.is/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68541310/june-13-2022-chat-notes-articles-2/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68543372/june-14-2022-chat-notes-articles-2/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68545347/june-15-2022-chat-notes-articles-1-updated/


  
JUNE 18, 2022 - CHAT NOTES & ARTICLES #1 
  
So Please remember When it comes to buying BTC we now have new 
updated guidance and advice very kindly shared by Alexander on 14june22 
to buy 1.111% of settlement into BTC -Bitcoin ASAP.                         BTC 
(1.111%)/ZW$ (100%)/TDP (101.11%)       
  
My understanding is -its no longer explained as ZW$/BTC/TDP it is now BTC/
ZW$/TDP – lower to higher vibrational understanding – So we must always 
be fluid in our thinking as new and updated ideas and guidance are 
provided. 
  
Can I just say I always try (sometimes fail) to check names and spellings 
and with Christ name I spell as Christ Yahushua – words are so important 
and keeping an eye on that spelling is a good practice I must keep up. I 
know we all have had to learn to spell this correctly – (and I must apologize 
as I use a UK spell checker, so some words are different in my posts) 
  
Oh, I am in full schoolteacher mode today – please forgive me, I just want 
you to have the information, to be able to freely search, and use the full 
extent of the HAS chat site to its full potential, so can I please direct you to 
the excellent search facility shown on the chat page – it’s a blue banner (on 
my Pc screen anyway) and it says 
  
++++ home - list all users - Search - User Details - Calendar - Recent Posts 
+++++ 
  
a link for this is here - .activeboard.com/p/search/ and if you click on 
advanced you can search , lookup , research , and find anything you need , 
it expands your experience , knowledge and shows how much hard work has 
been put in by Showme , and all the mods . 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

  
ANGEL QUESTION 34:  
  
How do we contact OTC desk to purchase large amounts of Bitcoin? What is 
the working link? 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68552872/june-18-2022-chat-notes-articles-1/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/p/search/


  
Thank you for the question. Once you are liquid , you can just choose one to 
open a simple account with  .  The previous post #1 explains the theory and 
an example of doing this here - "BULLDOG'S CRYPTO POUND" - 
QUESTION & ANSWER #1   much excellent advise can be found in the 
forum under crypto – a link is here CRYPTO - Human Angel Services 
(activeboard.com)   and a thread has been created showing OTC 
options OTC Crypto Questions & Info   My personal advice is -any of the 
big exchanges have OTC desks , they are just bigger trade brokers  so 
names like Kracken – Gemeni – Coinbase – Binance –Caleb , these all trade 
crypto (called exchanges) and all have OTC desks when you are ready. 
  
OTC Bitcoin and Crypto Trading Exchange | Kraken         
  
Introducing Gemini Clearing™ | Gemini 
  
Coinbase Prime FAQs | Coinbase Help 
  
Bitcoin OTC | Crypto OTC | Altcoin Trading | Binance Trading 
  
Caleb and Brown - Your Cryptocurrency Brokerage 
  
My question to you is this - are you ready yet for OTC?    
  
Do you have your Arculus (in the mainland USA) or Ledger / Trezor (Cold 
storage device wallet) for all other Angels. And do you have it set up? – it’s 
no good in the box. 
  
Have you setup a hot wallet account with an exchange? – maybe one of the 
above names? 
  
Have you completed your first Know your customer KYC   – id upload and, 
security pictures sending – have you provided your proof of address and got 
this approved? 
  
Have you logged in to your new standard Crypto (hot) exchange wallet all 
setup (as above) and linked it to your checking account and purchased your 
first small $10 or $20 worth of BTC? 
  
Have you made a transfer out of the (hot account wallet) and sent to 
yourself at your (cold) storage wallet? 
  

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68448567/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-1-otc/?w_r=1656128260
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68448567/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-1-otc/?w_r=1656128260
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646226/crypto/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646226/crypto/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68378915/otc-crypto-questions-info-can-be-answered-by-other-angels/
https://www.kraken.com/en-gb/features/otc-exchange
https://www.gemini.com/blog/introducing-gemini-clearing
https://help.coinbase.com/en/prime/onboarding/prime-faq
https://www.binance.com/en/OTC-Trading
https://www.calebandbrown.com/


Have you done another $10 of BTC and this time used the QR code to 
capture the send to address and made the transfer to your (cold) storage 
device? 
  
Have you checked your (cold) storage wallet and can you see the $20 worth 
of BTC purchased above in the 2 pieces – is it all safe and sound? 
  
Well then you are a star – your ready – you passed - and when God reveals 
the blessing to you, your off and running. 
  
Pick your OTC of choice – maybe the trading company you used for your $10 
tests – it’s just an upgrade, maybe pick another  - A bigger list you can 
search by country for worldwide angels is here   Blockdata | List of 'OTC' 
companies 

but keep it simple, use the biggest players - in my humble opinion. 
  
So Please remember When it comes to buying BTC we now have new 
updated guidance and advice very kindly shared by Alexander on 14june22 
to buy 1.111% of settlement into BTC -Bitcoin ASAP.                         BTC 
(1.111%)/ZW$ (100%)/TDP (101.11%)       
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

ANGEL QUESTION 35:  
  
I got a proton email. I've got an arculus card on it's way. But for coinbase it 
keeps wanting to verify my account. It keeps sending me verification codes 
(4 so far) I took pics of my ID & card. Like it asked. I took the protective 
screen off and did my fingerprint but it only goes up to 50%. Then it goes 
and jumps back to a re-enter for a new account screen. I've maxed out my 
number of tries for today. Help!!! 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. Ok proton email – not sure if using a swiss email 
is causing any problems – do you use this for your online banking? I would 
use the same email address you use for your online banking. 
  
Now you have Arculus on its way perfect. 
  

https://www.blockdata.tech/markets/use-cases/otc
https://www.blockdata.tech/markets/use-cases/otc


You are stuck on account verification for a Bitcoin exchange – welcome to 
the new world, when I first did this a few years ago, it took me ages to 
realise you must not crop, edit – trim – apply any filters to your 
identification pictures or proof of address. You cannot even scan documents 
on the pc for some of these exchanges. 
  
Fingerprint is not normally needed on a Coinbase account at entry level, why 
complicate things?  2fa is a text message to your phone to verify -with them 
sending a code when you log in – and make a transfer - that should be 
enough.  Just to get you set up and buying $10 test pieces 
  
Coinbase and other exchanges have layer upon layer of security – and these 
only kick in once you start trading big numbers or want to remove coins and 
close positions from the platform. (for your safety) 
  
I have found a few links and a video which may be of help in solving your 
problem and getting you set up. 
  
Coinbase verify id link run through - from help 
  
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/getting-started/getting-started-with-
coinbase/id-doc-verification 
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2ZW5hDrDEg&t=30s 
  
Coinbase photo identification -from help 
  
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/getting-started/verify-my-account/
identity--photo-verification 
  
Coinbase  2-step verification troubleshooting -from help 
  
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/managing-my-account/get-back-
into-my-account/2-step-verification-troubleshooting?ref=ha 
  
Coinbase Device confirmation troubleshooting-from help 
  
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/getting-started/verify-my-account/
device-confirmation-troubleshooting 
  
Coinbase id verification - other help from web 
  
https://www.cryptopolitan.com/coinbase-id-verification-not-working/ 

https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/getting-started/getting-started-with-coinbase/id-doc-verification
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/getting-started/getting-started-with-coinbase/id-doc-verification
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2ZW5hDrDEg&t=30s&ab_channel=Coinbase
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/getting-started/verify-my-account/identity--photo-verification
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/getting-started/verify-my-account/identity--photo-verification
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/managing-my-account/get-back-into-my-account/2-step-verification-troubleshooting?ref=ha
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/managing-my-account/get-back-into-my-account/2-step-verification-troubleshooting?ref=ha
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/getting-started/verify-my-account/device-confirmation-troubleshooting
https://help.coinbase.com/en/coinbase/getting-started/verify-my-account/device-confirmation-troubleshooting
https://www.cryptopolitan.com/coinbase-id-verification-not-working/


  
Coinbase help main page – contact us 
  
https://help.coinbase.com/en/contact-us 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  

ANGEL QUESTION  36:  
  
What are the advantages of the Trezor Model T over Model One to warrant 
the difference in price? 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. Let’s take a look at this together shall we. 
  
Trezor – great choice   see    https://trezor.io/   Remember no ebay buys – 
always use the Official store – and never give out your seed words to anyone 
– ever. 
  
They have two flavours of device being - 
  
Trezor Model One - 
  
Connectivity- Micro USB connector for connecting to the computer or mobile 
phone. 
Screen - Bright OLED - 128x64 pixels. Enough to hold six lines of text. 
Dimensions & Weight of the device: Size: 60mm x 30mm x 6mm (2.4in x 
1.2in x 0.2in) Weight: 12 g (0.42 oz) 
  
Supported operating systems - 
  
Trezor devices currently support all major computer operating systems: 
Windows (version 10 or newer), MacOS (version 10.11 and higher), Linux. 
On mobile devices, Android is supported. iOS and Windows Phone are not 
(yet) supported. ChromeOS is not yet officially supported, but it should work 
via Google's WebUSB. 
Trezor Model One supports more than 1000 coins 
  
  

https://help.coinbase.com/en/contact-us?
https://trezor.io/


Trezor Model T - flagship colour screen model 
  
Connectivity - USB-C connector for connecting to the computer or mobile 
phone. 
Screen  - Bright colour LCD - 240x240 pixels  
Dimension & Weight of the package   Size: 64 mm x 39 mm x 10 mm (2.52 
in x 1.54 in x 0.39 in) Weight: 96 g (3.39 oz) 
  
Supported operating systems - 
  
Trezor devices currently support all major computer operating systems: 
Windows (version 10 or newer), MacOS (version 10.11 and higher), Linux. 
On mobile devices, Android is supported. iOS and Windows Phone are not 
(yet) supported. ChromeOS is not yet officially supported, but it should work 
via Google's WebUSB. 
Trezor Model T supports more than 1200 coins. 
Optional extras are various and include -covers, lanyards – and some extra 
USB leads for connectivity - shown below: 
  
Cable for Android phones  
  
Micro-USB (male) to micro-USB (male) OTG cable with a right-angled 
connector. Connect your Trezor Model One directly to your Android phone 
and access your wallet anywhere. Length: 20 cm / 7.8 inches.  
  
Extended USB-C Cable  
An extra-long Type-A (male) to Type-C (male) cable for convenient 
connection of your Trezor Model T to a computer. Length: 1.8 m / 5.9 foot. 
  
USB-C to USB-C Cable 
USB Type-C (male) to USB Type-C (male) cable. Connect your Trezor Model 
T to an Android phone or other devices. Length: 20 cm / 7.8 inches. 
  
  
So, you have the information now to make your choice, Keep those Bitcoins 
safe and sound – and the cost of each does not really matter now does it, 
when its post blessing? 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  

ANGEL QUESTION 37:  



  
Curious on your comments on Metamask for (on-line web3) wallet (for those 
outside USA) and the ETH features that currently are not available for btc ie 
smart contracts 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. Ok as you probably can see from the updated 
changes to some of the Posts we have a re-focus and spotlight on Bitcoin 
BTC - given our new Bitcoin guidance. That’s where our focus needs to be 
IMHO. Obviously Hundreds of wallets, addons, extra security features, can 
be installed by users, please keep the eyes on the prize. 
  
Metamask for those who have to know is a secure browser addon - The 
crypto wallet for Defi, Web3 Dapps and NFTs | MetaMask  and my personal 
opinion you do not need this, it will add a layer of complexity and confusion 
to your learning process. we are not investing in Cryptos , no NFT , no Defi 
tokens , no Alt coins , no Eth, no complexity , no smart contracts, no coin 
staking, no loan coin liquidity pools, just an easy simple 1.111% Sullivan 
Sliver of Bitcoin BTC at minimum to protect your future settlement values. 
Bitcoin is not Crypto its on its own, unique asset class, distributed ledger 
technology DLT and Blockchain is the future. 
  
Again advice is to buy a small 1.111% Sullivan Sliver of Bitcoin BTC is all 
you need to start based on your settlement total, buy it move it to cold 
storage Hardware wallet job done. Want more Blockchain buy another 
slither. Arculus / Ledger hardware is cold – offline – Vaulted storage – world 
class. I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding 
– its shared with much Love. 
  

ANGEL QUESTION 38:  
  
Hi, I'm new to Bitcoin and don't understand much.I purchased for a few 
hundred $ some Bitcoin and some Ethereum through Venmo.How save my 
purchases are?Can I keep buyingBitcoin and Ethereum through Venmo in the 
future also? Thank You Judit 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. Let’s take a look and see Ok you are using a app 
called Venmo (for those unfamiliar) it’s an American mobile payment service 
founded in 2009 and owned by PayPal since 2012. Venmo was aimed at 



friends and family who wish to split bills, e.g., for movies, dinner, rent, or 
event tickets. 
  
Ok my opinion is this is not my preferred way for any training – as it 
bypasses the experience creating the setup KYC uploads of ID and other 
stuff needed in setting up a Exchange account, but as long as you can 
purchase BTC bitcoin only in small test $10 amounts, it’s still a wallet – does 
it have a bitcoin public facing address, each asset has a QR code for your 
use.  So, in theory you can do the wallet to wallet transfer which is a much 
needed part of your training. You can send these small amounts to another 
hot wallet or an exchange wallet or the preferred way is into your Cold 
storage wallet Arculus or Ledger.  No need to spend hundreds of dollars, no 
need to spend on Ethereum or other assets apart from $10 training. When 
you have it in your Cold storage practice sending it back to your hot wallet 
and do it all over if you like – practice like a pro. 
  
Then when you are liquid after the blessing get setup for OTC bulk trade and 
they can send the BTC Bitcoin into your Cold wallet direct. 
  
Want more Blockchain buy another slither – we are not investing in Cryptos, 
no NFT, no Defi tokens, no Alt coins, no Eth, no complexity, just a easy 
simple 1.111% Sullivan Sliver of Bitcoin BTC at minimum to protect your 
future settlement values. 
  
I cannot see on the Venmo website where you do BTC transfers just buys 
and sells – its unclear if you can swap either, if you cannot transfer out 
please start again with a crypto exchange basic account Coinbase Kraken 
Gemini etc and practice with $10 BTC only and transfers to cold storage until 
you are ready. Keep sending the same $10 or $20 back over no need to 
spend $100 ‘s. 
  
I’m sorry but using a bill splitting app is not the best form of onboarding or 
training, but it’s a great future idea for mass adoption in the fullness of time. 
See website here -  Crypto on Venmo 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  

ANGEL QUESTION 39:  
  
Hi, I'm new 
  

https://venmo.com/about/crypto/


Bulldog: Should I download these two first CoinBase bitcoin& Etrh and Coin 
base Pro first or should I buy The Arculus card first, when should I buy 
bitcoin for this account. Thanks 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. From this writer’s perspective it looks like you 
are taking the first steps into a new area for you BTC Bitcoin and want to 
undertake your setup and training ready for the blessing. That is great news, 
okay shall we look at the steps together to get you all set up. Nice and slow 
… No rush. 
  
Let’s use the example of baking / cooking and shopping to explain this - you 
need to buy – transport- and store the ingredients for a special meal. And 
before you try out a new recipe you need to do small test batch first, only 
spending say $10 no big spend, just testing, you need to buy storage (a new 
refrigerator) and get a suitable basket (wallet) for transport (cell phone), 
sound good so far ? 
  
The ingredients are BTC Bitcoins, and you buy those at special store (called 
a Crypto/Bitcoin exchange) examples are Coinbase – Kraken- Gemini. So, 
you will need to set up an account at the (bitcoin) store of your choice, and 
link your bank account to allow you to purchase small amounts of BTC 
Bitcoin.  You will need to facilitate this on a portable/mobile device i.e., a cell 
phone or tablet of compatible standing to allow this.  For non-mainland USA 
other solutions including PC are available to be used. 
  
Firstly, you need a cell phone ready to install the apps (that’s what computer 
programs on phones are called) 2 types being Android and Apple IOS. 
  
my advice is to make sure you are happy you can hold it and it feels and 
looks ok for your needs, you may not need to buy the newest one with all 
the camera stuff and you may end up buying less features, but it should be a 
new 2021/2 model and it will be just right for you. your cell phone needs 
NFC or (Near field communication) essential for Arculus , your cell phone 
either apple or android must be in this group -  Android version 8.1 and 
later, and a phone that supports NFC.  For Apple iOS, - iOS version 10.0 and 
later, but only iPhone 7 , and a phone that supports NFC. 
  
Now you need Arculus a cold storage device (hardware cold wallet) think of 
this as a secure vaulted cold storage – (Refrigerator –to keep that Bitcoin 
goodness fresh) , its hardware and you have to set it up. For mainland USA 
Angels Arculus is an Excellent choice and Ledger/Trezor for other regions, all 



these are metallic cards / plastic metal devices and just like buying a 
refrigerator for home you need to make sure it fits – check your device 
minimum requirements and make sure you can run the app on your mobile 
device to control it. Never buy these from eBay always from the official store 
and always new and never ever give out your recovery seed words 12/24 to 
anyone ever. 
  
Fun fact: any storage device that carries BTC Bitcoin or any other Crypto 
asset is called a wallet, and like any “men’s leather pocket wallet” it has 
compartments it’s the same for your CRYPTO wallets, it has a BTC Bitcoin 
wallet address within the overall wallet and that is your mailing address in 
effect. You keep the keys private, but you give out the BTC wallet address to 
receive BTC Bitcoin.  Please Do not mix them up, you cannot send BTC to 
ETH, only BTC to BTC addresses. 
  
Now its time for a Bitcoin Store (exchange setup) and you will get yourself 
setup on the exchange with your new account you need to pass (KYC) know 
your customer checks first, and yes you will have to take selfies on your cell 
phone as proof of ID and you will probably have to reply to emails verifying 
your ID , and yes you will have to take ID Photographs of driving licences 
and passports , and yes you will probably get verification emails (always 
check spam email folder for setup emails at the beginning) and yes all this is 
a pain and yes its awkward but it’s not complicated it’s just new. Do not crop 
edit or use filters on the id pictures of they will probably be rejected.  In the 
old banking world, you would just go into your bank with your passport / 
driving licence and copy payslips to open your account, now in the new 
digital QFS age its all online, all digital, all in the cloud and super easy, it’s 
just new that’s all. 
  
Now more about the Bitcoin store (the exchange of your choice – kraken – 
Coinbase – Gemini etc)  This is called a (software wallet- it is also a Hot 
wallet because it has no hardware) this exchange APP (the program you 
downloaded in setup above) is special, as it allows you to buy BTC Bitcoins 
from the app, so it’s like a basket with built in checkout – you buy your 
Bitcoins BTC at the store and can pay for them all in one. You can then 
transport them around on your device and then, just like grocery shopping, 
you can transfer them to the Refrigerator (cold storage Arculus) when you 
are ready. 
  
And just like packing your grocery bags you don’t put your bread and buns 
on the bottom of your basket and place the milk and heavy tins on top (and 
yes us men have all done that at some stage during speed packing - but hey 
we all learnt the hard way usually when we were given a squished up 



sandwich shape next day)– it’s the same with storing BTC Bitcoins – they 
have a unique wallet address (public) within the Hot or Cold wallet to put 
them and keep them safe and every address is unique so you don’t get 
confused. 
  
Other types of baskets are available for carrying around BTC Bitcoins and 
other crypto assets and these are just (hot wallets) no built-in payment 
account checkout, I have mentioned in previous posts Exodus as one of 
these and most exchanges do have a wallet only app – true (hot wallet) but 
we need to practice buying at the store, so we need an exchange app 
account. 
  
You can now go to your app on your cell phone for your Bitcoin store (use 
the exchange of your choice) and purchase a small $10 amount. 
  
You can then transfer that amount from your app (which is a hot wallet after 
all) to your cold storage Arculus (your refrigerator) for safe keeping – this 
wallet-to-wallet transfer is the same in principle as the example here – 
  
How To Do A Wallet to Wallet Transfer - Human Angel Services 
(activeboard.com) 
  
just replace Exodus in the example with Arculus if that is your cold storage 
device in the USA.  A detailed Arculus - example was shared by Godfather in 
his excellent FYI post  here - 
  
Godfather's FYI - Wednesday, June 22, 2022 - Human Angel Services 
(activeboard.com) 
  
You have now successfully selected your hardware – you have bought and 
setup your storage and you have test purchased and put away safe a small 
$10 test amount.  Well done, I am proud of you.  No need to buy anything 
else apart from BTC Bitcoin You have completed training concepts. 
  
Go slow – take your time – you will not miss out, if it takes you longer it 
takes longer sobeit. 
  
Now OTC is the next step but only after you have mastered the above – 
baby steps first, so when you are liquid and have been blessed approach a 
OTC broker, it does not have to be the same one you did the test purchase 
with. Let me reassure you OTC is so easy , think of the shopping and kitchen 
example above , you needed a small $10 order and you went to the store 
yourself, well OTC is like placing the biggest catering order for the Superbowl 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68564831/godfathers-fyi-wednesday-june-22-2022/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68564831/godfathers-fyi-wednesday-june-22-2022/


afterparty , HUUUGGEEE, so you now go to a Bitcoin Wholesaler, and you 
can order literally truck loads of BTC Bitcoin and they pick, pack sort, and 
deliver to your door , they will even place into your secure refrigerator for 
you ( your Cold storage Arculus all safe and sound) no need to buy in pieces 
no need to sit at the store all day – your OTC broker will walk you through, 
take your order – take your payment and deliver to you.  Now that is so 
easy it hurts … am I right ? 
  
I hope my training example today of cooking/ shopping is shown in a 
relatable manner, that has not confused everyone more, when you get the 
concepts of BTC Bitcoin, Wallets and transfers, well the penny just drops so 
to speak, and you just “Get it “. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

UPDATE JULY 9, 2022 
  
ANGEL QUESTION 40:  
  
Firstly Bulldog, my hats off to you, great job answering all these questions. 
Like it says in the subject above, I own XRP, Stellar Lumens (XLM), Cardano 
and some more other than bitcoin since June of 2021 spread among 4 
exchanges. I've been looking at Arculus per Alexander's original 
recommendation but it doesn't support my other cryptos. Do you know if 
any of your top wallets support other cryptos? Again, thank you for all your 
efforts in helping us Angels. Sincerely, 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. Please, no praise needed for me seriously – it’s 
all Christs work putting us all together, here at this time, me well, nothing 
special here, it’s just my small effort stepping up to help, and in time 
Showme will have a shiny new HAS-HQ all up and running, employing some 
real Bitcoin experts (Canada has some of the best Blockchain minds in the 
world) and I can just get on with my Safe Havens. Anyway, if the expert gets 
stuck they can always send me a PM …LOL , now you see, with this sort of 
attitude and terrible humour, no wonder I’m on a remote Scottish island, and 
only get let out once a day to answer the Bitcoin Q+As. 
  
Enough brevity, back to your question about your private crypto portfolio 
and how to store them. Well, my answer is, this is not the forum for that 
advice. Sorry but your personal crypto portfolio is not of any significance in 



the bigger picture here is it really, millions if not billions in settlements need 
hedging, and the only question we talk about is how to hold a few penny 
stock picks cryptos? Sorry if that seems hard but we must stay on point. We 
must stay focused on preserving future values by buying “Sullivan slivers of 
1.111% of settlement in BTC, at least one, and more if you can feel into it. 
  
  
The above not withstanding – I am also surprised as your question indicates 
an understanding of crypto markets and varied investing. I suspect you 
already know not all asset classes can be held on a single Hardware wallet 
due to the private blockchains, the diversified main-nets, and the 
developmental nature and issuance for tokens in your portfolio.  I suspect, 
you already know, private keys must be held to protect your wallets, both 
software and hardware integrity. 
  
Top Tip: maybe it would be a good idea to keep your private investment pool 
of tokens - separate from your settlement hedge of BTC Bitcoin. 
  
That said and for Academic purposes only for the group, and to aid you in 
securing the purchases you have made in your private portfolio, bellow are 
links to the ample amounts of assets each type of major Hardware cold 
storage wallet will Hold. You will need to mix and match until all that can be 
offloaded from exchanges are done, but the information is listed to help you. 
  
Arculus - Which cryptocurrencies am I able to hold in the Arculus 
Wallet? 
  
LEDGER -  Ledger Supported Coins & Tokens | Ledger 
  
Trezor - Trezor Hardware Wallet- supported coins tokens 
  
BCVault - Multi Cryptocurrency Wallet | BC Vault | List Of Currencies 
  
Note to the group in general - Just because a hardware wallet can 
hold more types of tokens and coins does not make it a better 
wallet. 
  
My advice stay focused on BTC Bitcoin as you current only hedge of 
settlement money, remember we are not investing in Cryptos, no NFT, no 
Defi tokens, no Alt coins, no Eth, no complexity , no smart contracts, no coin 
staking, no loan coin liquidity pools, just an easy simple 1.111% Sullivan 
Sliver of Bitcoin BTC at minimum to protect your future settlement values. 
Bitcoin is not Crypto it’s on its own, unique asset class, distributed ledger 

https://support.arculus.co/hc/en-us/articles/4407090079127-Which-cryptocurrencies-am-I-able-to-swap-send-receive-in-the-Arculus-Wallet-
https://support.arculus.co/hc/en-us/articles/4407090079127-Which-cryptocurrencies-am-I-able-to-swap-send-receive-in-the-Arculus-Wallet-
https://www.ledger.com/supported-crypto-assets
https://trezor.io/coins/
https://bc-vault.com/supported-currencies/


technology DLT and Blockchain is the future, it’s the start of QFS in my 
perspective of understanding. Buy it, move it to a cold storage Hardware 
wallet job done. 
  
Arculus / Ledger / Trezor hardware is cold – offline – Vaulted storage – world 
class. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

QUESTION   #41 
  
1.Where to purchase bitcoin. 
  
2. Can I get defrauded on my purchase? if so how. 
  
3. "Cold Wallet" is for storing the bitcoin and "Hot Wallet" is for purchasing 
items with bitcoin, correct? 
  
4. Can I and should I get a cold and hot wallet when I purchase bitcoin? 
  
5. Do I have to purchase those wallets, if so abouts what are the costs? 
  
6. Do I get these wallets at the same place that I buy the bitcoin?, if not 
where can I buy the wallets? 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question. Before we get into your questions, and in part 
answer to the many PMs I get sent from various people regarding Bitcoin 
and setup stuff, may I share a story with you all first. 
  
My name is david and I do not like being called dave very much, but my 
grandmother Florence or “Nanny Flo” would have a special name for me 
“daveyboy” and she would bestow many pearls of wisdom on the young 
impressionable 6-year-old david.  And if you have ever taken a small child 
on a new trip , a first train journey , a first visit to the market, you will 
undoubtedly get a constant steam of questions – “How does this work 
“ “Why is this “ “Where is that”  “How much is this “ “Are we there yet 
“ endless and relentless is the imagination of the young mind , and every 
now and then, after an exhaustive list of Questions were lovingly answered , 
my gran knew I was not paying attention or was just asking for the sake of 



being seen –  She would turn to me and say – “ daveyboy,  ask too many 
silly questions and you will get a silly answer” she was teaching me 
discernment , to listen more and speak less, to read more and think more, 
especially before talking, to just experience and go with the flow, to just 
enjoy the passion of it all. I can tell you bits of this did sink in. Thank you 
both Nanny Flo and my mum (they both passed many years ago now -love 
you, miss you all loads) Honestly, I am still a work in progress. 
  
My answer then to so many fear-based questions and for those who are just 
not paying attention in true “Nanny Flo” style is - 
  
“supercalifragilisticexpialidocious” 
  
At this stage of the HAS journey I feel those paying attention will not be 
knocked of the beam and distracted – we will not be bewildered, befuddled 
and confused, we have paid attention , learnt and take every step forward – 
with what was that song Showme used to play on the calls “Into the 
Unknown” together we will learn new stuff – find a way, adapt and fulfil our 
mission of Helping people help people. 
  
I find it hard to believe that after someone paying attention has read the last 
say 90 days of Alexanders chats and posts- thousands and thousands of 
words and countless articles CHAT NOTES & ARTICLES, and if that person 
has looked at hundreds and hundreds of crypto and blockchain articles 
posted in the forum by people like our very own Brother Angel Yambuta 
please see CRYPTO - Human Angel Services – that the countless 
examples and screengrabs and walkthroughs by myself - and talented 
Angels like Godfather Godfather's FYI - Wednesday, June 22, 2022, 
and read the some 40 extensive Q+A sessions,  watched some of the many 
hundreds of helps videos provided - we are still at the same position for 
questions. 
  
Now with all that said I know people are struggling with the concepts and 
the newness of the BTC Bitcoin thing, I get it, I really do, it’s only ever easy 
if you get it. 
  
Please consider this example - Sometimes even the most non tech 
Octogenarian, with no email and computer smarts, always seems to have a 
way of picking up the concepts of his new satellite navigation on his boat, 
mainly because that is his passion, it’s what drives him, and that attraction 
of like energy is what propels the learning. The focus of attention and 
energy. He just loves to fish, being on the river is his life, boats are his 
thing, and guess what his new boat is packed with high-tech space-age 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f637616/chat-notes-articles/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/f646226/crypto/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68564831/godfathers-fyi-wednesday-june-22-2022/


gizmos, and he learns them eagerly, showing them off to all who come 
onboard. He reads the articles looks at the user guide, watches the videos, 
does the research, plays and explores. but at home just cannot use the 
VCR….. now does this sound familiar with someone you have met? 
  
So, please let’s lose the fear of the unknown – let go of that can’t do and 
grab a big bag of can do, will do, and together leap into a new world. And for 
my part I promise I will do shorter answers and always find new ways to 
explain and explore different perspectives for better answers, so that 
everyone willing to give this a chance, gets the training and confidence with 
BTC Bitcoin going forward. We have lots and lots of help already printed here 
at HAS, please let me guide you to some you may find useful. 
  
Your questions answered finally in a bullet point easy to read style, maybe 
this will help today. 
  
Q1.Where to purchase bitcoin- A = at the bitcoin store called “Exchanges” , 
you buy lots of Bitcoin at a Bitcoin Warehouse using a private broker its 
called “OTC trading” please see answer # 39 – "BULLDOG'S POUND"Q&A 
#39 and older post "BULLDOG'S POUND" Q&A#29" 
  
Q2. Can I get defrauded on my purchase?- A = yes you can get defrauded in 
almost every aspect of your life – you need to take sensible precautions and 
never live in a fearful state – God is with us – see # 15 "BULLDOG'S 
POUND" - Q&A #15 
  
Q3. Part1 "Cold Wallet" is for storing the bitcoin – A= yes, any wallet hot or 
cold can hold bitcoin but the long-term safe solution is to store in a hardware 
cold wallet just like a vault, these wallets are ARCULUS/ LEDGER/TREZOR 
they have a piece of hardware – plastic or metal card or stick gizmo.  See 
answer # 28 – "BULLDOG'S POUND" Q&A #28 
  
Q3 Part 2 and "Hot Wallet" is for purchasing items with bitcoin, correct? 
A=Not exactly, but you are on the right track, wallets are wallets, The 
problem is Arculus is unique as its so portable, most before this were Pc 
based so were leave at home type hardware wallets, and the Hot or “On 
your mobile device portable Hot wallet” was indeed used for making 
purchases or transfers. In time this will be as easy as paying with Visa card 
at the store, in some ways Arculus is that today.  I would explain Hot wallets 
as portable, and cold storage Hardware wallets as not. See answer # 39 –
 "BULLDOG'S POUND" Q&A #39 
  

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68582002/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-39/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68582002/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-39/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68557128/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-29/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68484160/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-15/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68484160/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-15/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68554597/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-28/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68582002/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-39/


Q4. Can I and should I get a cold and hot wallet when I purchase bitcoin? – 
A= you should do some training – we have been practicing by buy a “Cold 
storage hardware wallet device” and setting it up, we have been setting up 
an account at an Exchange of our choice and buying small $10 amounts 
which then get put into our free wallet on the app - and then we have been 
sending this to our cold storage as practice. This has given us hot and cold 
wallets  - please see wallet to wallet training here - How To Do A Wallet to 
Wallet Transfer BTC 
  
Q5. Do I have to purchase those wallets, if so abouts what are the costs? 
Software wallets are free, on cell phones they are called apps and are 
installed. When your set up an exchange account they also use an APP or 
program on the PC and are free, the setup experience of the new type of 
financial account we call KYC is new a bit fiddley but not so frightening it 
cannot be done . Arculus cards are about $100 +tax - others are similar. 
buy Arculus: The Secure Cold Storage Wallet only buy from official store 
please 
  
Q6. Do I get these wallets at the same place that I buy the bitcoin? if not 
where can I buy the wallets? – see above Ans please 
  
Please also remember when reading older posts, we have new updated 
guidance now on BTC Bitcoin - advice is to buy a small 1.111% Sullivan 
Sliver of Bitcoin BTC to start - based on your settlement total, buy it move it 
to cold storage Hardware wallet job done. Want more Blockchain buy 
another sliver. Arculus / Ledger hardware is cold – offline – Vaulted storage – 
world class. 
  
Just a fun footnote – as this has been an indulgent nostalgic look back at the 
1970s, and my childhood, please forgive me – I was reminded of watching 
my fav Tv show as a child “The six-million-dollar man” – yes Lee majors was 
a legend in my house even before he was the unknown stuntman. I saw they 
are doing a remake – maybe for 21st century audiences – maybe  it should 
be called the “The Six Bitcoin man ?”  … no ……not the same… nope. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

QUESTION  42: 
  

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://www.getarculus.com/products/cold-storage-wallet/


i have more than one arculus cards. do i need to hae multiple phones or will 
they load on the same one? when i try to load another card it goes to the 
first one i guess im not quite techy enough yet thanks 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question. Okay from what I can gather on the Arculus 
website – because of the unique pairing nature of the Arculus card and the 
mobile device only one unique seed word setup can happen on each device. 
Otherwise, you will effectively be doing a restore on the second card cloning 
the first using your recovery seed words – the same as you would if you 
damaged the first card, and needed to do a restore/recovery. 
  
Here are some of the help support questions I found online : 
  
How many wallets can I use with one Arculus Key Card? 
  
Right now, one wallet and one card will work together The Arculus Wallet™ 
App is currently set up to support a single card and wallet at a time. A user 
would have to go through the wallet recovery process to switch from one 
wallet to another.   How many wallets can I use with one Arculus Key™ 
Card? – ARCULUS 
  
Can I Have more than one ARCULUS Key Card associated with the same 
ARCULUS WALLET™ APP? 
  
https://support.arculus.co/hc/en-us/articles/4407497758103 
  
Arculus general support 
  
https://support.arculus.co/hc/en-us 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  

QUESTION  43: 
  
Gate.io is out of the U.S. How do you save your crypto currency when a coin 
says "suspended"? Is it too late to get out of gate.io if you're in the U.S.? 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  

https://support.arculus.co/hc/en-us/articles/4408508630423
https://support.arculus.co/hc/en-us/articles/4407497758103
https://support.arculus.co/hc/en-us
http://gate.io/
http://gate.io/


Thank you for the question. For those that do not Know Gate.io is an 
cryptocurrency exchange It has millions of registered users worldwide – I 
think they started in 2013.  Now the whole crypto market is highly volatile – 
that is why the guidance is to only buy BTC Bitcoin to hedge your 
settlement. Please see a post here explaining they seem to have pulled out 
of the market and have closed accounts  Gate.io No Longer Allowing USA 
and Canadian Users : CryptoCurrency (reddit.com) They informed all 
customers to verify Residency earlier this year and informed customers with 
repeated emails and letters withdrawal assets by 20th April 2022 and 
account closures for those who did not pay attention would happen on 30th 
April 2022. Many of these smaller USA/CANADA players and overseas 
exchanges have needed to upgrade regulatory processes or have been 
unable to replicate the huge market dominance in Asia and the Far East so 
just closed.  
  
As market volatility increases many more will fail, close up shop and stop 
trading in non-profitable areas. Coinbase – kraken, Gemini etc are big USA/
Canada Worldwide Exchange players and have been mentioned many times 
in my Q+A. BTC Bitcoin is a world class reserve asset and not to be 
compared with penny stock crypto picks on Asia exchanges that will 
probably all go to zero. So, to answer your question – it may be an account 
closure if you were notified and did nothing about it. or it may be a defunct 
and now worthless crypto stock pick, if nobody is mining that asset its dead 
and many, many, will befall this fate as the great shake up occurs. Please 
put it down to experience – keep your eyes on the Prize and focus on BTC 
Sullivan Sliver and safe havens going forward. I Hope this is informative and 
has helped with peoples understanding – its shared with much Love.. 
  

QUESTION FROM ANGEL #44:   
  
Prepping for release/checklist - First let me say, youve done an awesome job 
with preparing us for crypto and our new financial undertaking. You are very 
much appreciated. _____ As we get closer, and i review the dogpund 
submissions and others, I feel the need to streamline some of my 
knowledge. I hope asking this is not redundant! I know we've gone over 
several "to-do's" related to bitcoin ownership and preparing ourselves for 
BTC/ZW$/TBD. 

*What I'd really love to have is a "checklist"/"walk-thru" if you will, of what 
we should endeavor to have in place when the time comes and/or actions we 
should be ready to take soon after. Sometimes the answer to unasked 
questions can eliminate perceived issues. 

http://gate.io/
http://gate.io/
http://reddit.com/


  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. Firstly, no need to thank me- just seeing 
everyone getting more experience and confidence just fills me with joy, 
thank you all for learning this stuff – for some it’s not been easy. 
  
Okay so a prepper checklist I like it 
  
Prerequisites: 
  

• You need your cold storage Hardware wallet setup- and you need to 
know and understand the public facing wallet address for BTC Bitcoin 
(you will need this to receive BTC Bitcoin) 

• You need to have done at least one Wallet to Wallet transfer for a small 
$10 test, just so you know whats what with BTC Bitcoin. Simply open 
an exchange account with Kraken – Coinbase -  Gemini etc, basic 
account for this. 

  
Action- Post Blessing: 
  

• Pick an OTC Broker – does not have to be the same as the $10 
purchase account – and setup your account with all the KYC pictures 
and copy ID – very similar to opening a Exchange account during the 
$10 test purchase. 

• Decide how many BTC Bitcoin “Sullivan Slivers” you want to go for – 
each one is 1.111% of settlement. 

• Phone or contact your OTC Broker – 
1. Tell them you have UST account. 
2. Tell them how much BTC Bitcoin you want to buy or total $ spend. 
3. Tell them you want them to buy even on a falling price. 
4. Give them your BTC Bitcoin public facing wallet address from your cold 

storage wallet (see above in prerequisites) they need this to send back 
to you the coins purchased 

• you will then be asked to fund your OTC brokerage account, ready for 
the trades, - use your new UST settlement card/account – no need for 
any retail banks, or middlemen. 

• They will then (probably) swap you into a Stable coin – and hold this 
on your account, all automated, nothing for you to do, and then using 
a team of brokers/AI auto execute the trades for you. When done they 
deliver your purchases to your cold storage device (small test first 
then the motherload if you ask them) 



• You then simply Check all is received and in your cold storage 
hardware Wallet, (make sure its completed after a few hours and not 
just pending) job done in protecting your settlement with a BTC Bitcoin 
hedge. 

  
If you need a ref for each stage - the closest thing to a full walkthrough is 
here - please see answer # 39 – "BULLDOG'S POUND"Q&A #39 
  
Time for a glass of wine – and do a little dance go on you earned 
it ..yippeeee 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  

QUESTION FROM ANGEL  45:   
how many cold wallets? multiple smart phones? I thought Alexander 
suggested we only keep a max of $100k initial purchase on each cold wallet. 
Does that ring a bell to you? If so it will take quite a few cold wallets to do 
1.111 %. Do we then have a separate smart phone for each and make 
multiple smaller purchases? Thanks!! 
  
REPLY FROM BULLDOG: 
  
Thank you for the question. Okay it looks like today is going to be a 
technical one. Buckle up fellow HASFAM we are going on a wild ride today. 
Let’s take a look at this together shall we – after doing some searching I 
think you are referring to Alexanders comments made in chat #2 on 8th 
may - MAY 8, 2022 - CHAT NOTES & ARTICLES #2 
  
So, this guidance is suggesting you not put more than 50,000 BTC bitcoins 
which at a hypothetical price of $20,000 each will be a spend of Us$2 billion 
on one cold storage card. 
  
Because the blockchain is transparent – holdings are recorded and can be 
seen by all, (not names and address) just overview. – so, you want to be in 
the 10,000 BTC to 100,000 BTC Bitcoin holding range max per Cold storage 
Hardware wallet, you want this so as not to stand out for your security. 
  
The very kind advice and guidance also went on to say, split up the physical 
location of your cold wallets for redundancy, and maybe load 150M - 500M 
per card so that’s Us$150million or 7,500 BTC Bitcoins to a max of Us$500 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68582002/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-39/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68442314/may-8-2022-chat-notes-articles-2-updated/


million or 25,000 BTC Bitcoins on one card in one location.  Sounds like good 
well thought out advice to me, thank you Alexander. 
  
Ok so while we must not dwell on the number value of settlements – it’s not 
about how much, I just don’t see any other way of explaining the splitting 
and redundant policy without crunching some numbers – so for academic 
purposes I have outlined 5 scenarios below. Let’s see; 
  
Doing some sums: 
  
Example 1-Blessing = 18 million Us$ and 1 “Sullivan Sliver” is selected at 
1.111% so- 
  
BTC to buy is (Us$18million x 1.111%) = 10 BTC Bitcoins total cost 
Us$200,000  at $20,000 avg BTC price 
  
Example 2- Blessing = 1 billion Us$ (9 zeros) and 1 “Sullivan Sliver” is 
selected at 1.111% so- 
  
BTC to buy is (Us$1billion x 1.111%) = 555 BTC Bitcoins total cost Us$ 
11million at $20,000 avg BTC price 
  
Example 3- Blessing = 10 billion Us$ (10 zeros) and 1 “Sullivan Sliver” is 
selected at 1.111% so- 
  
BTC to buy is (Us$10billion x 1.111%) = 5,555 BTC Bitcoins total cost Us$ 
111million at $20,000 avg BTC price 
  
Example 4- Blessing = 100 billion Us$ (11 zeros) and 1 “Sullivan Sliver” is 
selected at 1.111% so- 
  
BTC to buy is (Us$100billion x 1.111%) = 55,550 BTC Bitcoins total cost Us$ 
1billion at $20,000 avg BTC price 
  
Example 5- Blessing = 1 Trillion Us$ (12 zeros) and 1 “Sullivan Sliver” is 
selected at 1.111% so- 
  
BTC to buy is (Us$1trillion x 1.111%) = 555,500 BTC Bitcoins total cost Us$ 
11 billion at $20,000 avg BTC price 
  
So from the above – once you are blessed you need to sit down and 
calculate your numbers – tell no-one, not even anybody in HAS its your 
private business. 



  
Then work out a policy that works for you – want to keep it simple just fill up 
your cold storage device you have to the advised top limit of Us$500 million 
or 25,000 BTC Bitcoins on one card, all in one safe location. Feel you need to 
split them for safety get another phone and cold wallet and move half over. 
Feel the need for more Slivers – then re do your sums. 
  
TOP TIP: My personal advice even for the smallest holder – get two extra 
phones/hardware wallets and move it all to these and then your day-to-day 
walkabout cell-phone and cold storage can be called say luke-warm instead 
of Cold storage, you will have the empty (luke warm) storage and a hot 
wallet on your device the other two will be switched off secure offline and 
safely stored. (See you knew all that wallet-to-wallet transfer training would 
come in handy one day) 
  
I know all this adds another layer of Complexity, and some just want is Easy 
and simple, and done -Not confident to move it yet ? okay , just keep the 
single setup hardware cold storage wallet device safe and secure, and do not 
carry it around with you for security, maybe learn more and spit holdings 
later, if and when needed. 
  
The only silly example I can give to explain this is imagine sitting with a 
shoebox filled with $100 bills in front of you – now you will put some in your 
purse (hot) and some in your home safe (luke warm) and split the rest and 
place in a couple of bank safe deposit boxes (Cold). You just have to decide 
how much, when, and where. No different from your new blessing box full of 
BTC Bitcoins. 
  
Nobody else can do this for you and make these decisions, all this is just my 
opinion and guidance and links offered to HAS members – it is your money 
and therefore your responsibility to handle your affairs. No need to go into a 
spin and ask loads more questions – this is not the forum or place; you have 
all the information and best practice guidance – I urge you to just relax be 
calm ask Christ and guidance will come. 
  
Think about where you are going to store them (BTC Bitcoins) and how you 
will access them – imagine you are a HAS Whale with huggeeee holdings. I 
have gamed out an example for dealing with this, and I will share below. 
Please this is an Academic example using $20k BTC price and only buying 
one 1.111% into BTC, don’t go into a tailspin but we need the conversation 
about how we store huge wealth, it can also be an example you can scale 
down for your exact needs no matter how modest or huge your blessing is, 
everyone can take something away from this post. 



  
So based on example 5. (above) 
  
Half a million BTC Bitcoins need to be held safely over Us$100billion …wow 
  
This will take a while to OTC fill, so you have plenty of time. 
  
With 50,000 BTC per card per location we need 10 sets. 
  
For this example, we will - go 
  
With 25,000 BTC per card per location we need 20 sets. 
  
and 1 “Sullivan Sliver” is selected at 1.111% 
  
a suggested list of: 
  
20 x cold storage devices – can be left in box with all leads etc (no seed 
words) 
  
20 x phones / tablets / mini laptops (to hold the apps). boxed inc chargers 
etc 
  
20 x sets of USB connectors if non-Bluetooth or NFC is being used 
  
21 x plastic foam filled waterproof boxes for storage (make sure they fit in a 
bank vault box of your choice – and hold all the above kit -so work 
backwards) 
  
20 x metallic crypto seed word storage devices (many types available) or 
just use the handwritten paper ones – or even laminate the paper ones and 
keep safe. 
  
Maybe get another extra cold storage device used as luke-warm storage for 
extra purchases to be kept with you and your walk about cell phone, all the 
others put into boxes, sim cards out, offline and placed into bank deposit 
boxes by your estate planning lawyers. 
  
They are cold (offline and air gapped) they are safe (only your lawyer and 
you can get them) they can’t be hacked lost or damaged.  The seed words 
etc are then in a separate box and held at a most secure location for 
recovery purposes. 
  



All you have to do is pay the storage fees and pay and cell phone contracts if 
you use phones, and pay your lawyer, these can be left cold until needed, 
you need to keep track of all the phone logins passwords emails and pin 
codes along with seed words, so slow and careful setup is needed, its fiddley 
but hey with this example you are looking after 11 billion us$  in BTC wealth 
alone. Need box 1 back – your lawyer gets it security van delivered to you, 
and security van delivered back to the bank. How easy is that 
  
you have your luke-warm hardware device and hot wallet on your day to to 
walkabout cell phone and can get on with your life and safe havens. 
  
If you read this and the urge to ask another question pops up , maybe a 
“What if” or “What about” or “but “  “or what happens if” please re read 
this , training is over its real world time people, and we must take 
responsibility stand on our own two feet and make good choices – we have 
trained for six years , we are ready , have faith in yourself , Christ has faith 
in us all. But for security no one else can do this for you. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

UPDATE JULY 23, 2022 

QUESTION #46:   
  
Subject: Percentages : What was the percentage that Mr A suggested we 
purchase of each of the 4 crypto’s? Thank You 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question. Okay Its important to always stay current with 
the new guidance and advice as things evolve quickly in HAS, and this is 
what happened here.  You refer to an earlier time, in which Alexander did 
indeed share advice, leaning towards a small basket of some 4 or so Crypto 
assets, to be purchased post blessing. This has now been made obsolete and 
is no longer the guidance, so I will post no link to this here. Buying only BTC 
Bitcoin has replaced this, using The Sullivan Sliver percentage, it is easy to 
understand, Simple to do, and clear in its Objective, and this should 
currently be our strategic hedge asset, held to protect our blessing amount.  
Please see "BULLDOG'S POUND" QUESTION & ANSWER #33 for details 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68567510/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-33/


of Sullivan Sliver in detail. BTC Bitcoin is not Crypto per se, and we should 
treat it as such as a unique asset class. 
  
So Please remember When it comes to buying BTC Bitcoin we now have new 
updated guidance and advice very kindly shared by Alexander on 14june22 
to put 1.111% minimum of settlement into BTC -Bitcoin only ASAP. 
 46 
Want more BTC Bitcoin goodness buy another Sliver -you can buy as many 
Slivers as you want btw: see below 
  
No of 
Sullivan       % 
Slivers      Blessing 
  
1 =     1.111% 
2 =     2.222% 
3 =     3.333% 
4 =     4.444% 
5 =     5.555% 
6 =     6.666% 
7 =     7.777% 
8 =     8.888%  
9 =     9.999% 
10=   11.110% 
11=   12.221% 
12=   13.332% 
13=   14.443% 
14=   15.554% 
15=   16.665% 
16=   17.776% 
17=   18.887% 
18=   19.998% 
19=   21.109% 
20=   22.220% 
21=   23.331% 
22=   24.442% 
23=   25.553% 
24=   26.664% 
25=   27.775% 
26=   28.886% 
27=   29.997% 
  
  



My understanding is -it’s no longer explained as ZW$/BTC/TDP it is now BTC/
ZW$/TDP  – So we must always be fluid in our thinking as new and updated 
ideas and guidance are provided. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  

QUESTION 47:    
  
Subject: how do I sync phone & physical card : So I have BTC on my Arculus 
card that I can see in my Arculus phone wallet app, but I see no way to 
transfer that info to the physical Arculus card. I tried looking at FAQs and 
asking in Arculus web search, but nothing comes up for this. Shouldn't I 
update the physical card with my app info? How do I check what is actually 
on the physical card? Color me confused. Lol 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question. Okay shall we take a look at this together. I 
think after reading and taking a good look at the Arculus help site and 
rereading this again– I can see why people struggle with the concept of not 
understanding how info gets from the phone app to the physical card. 
  
I will try and explain my understanding and perspective of this, with a 
motorway or (freeway road) example. 
  
Now we all know BTC Bitcoin is a blockchain asset using DLT Distributed 
ledger technology, and this blockchain can be visualized as a big Freeway 
running above your head. Now to get your data – i.e., the BTC Bitcoin 
transactions on and off the freeway we first need an on-ramp or a private 
access way to send data – well that is your Arculus App installed on your 
device (phone/tablet etc), it’s all controlled by the APP not the card. And the 
keys to the gate (private keys) is the Arculus card itself, with all its state-of-
the-art security and technology.  Same applies if you are using Ledger or 
Trezor btw, these are all hardware private key storage devices only. 
  
So back to the Blockchain freeway example, on this freeway each exit, or 
off-ramp has a unique address, and that address is your (public facing wallet 
address) so when you first setup your app for your card you create a unique 
and one-off address to the blockchain freeway, that address is your offramp 
“your exit” and its unique to you.  If anybody “drives down” this off-ramp or 
exit, you will effectively receive BTC Bitcoin inwards into your wallet, you 



cannot stop it.  In the same way you cannot stop anyone sending you a 
letter to your postal address. Your off-ramp address is public facing just like 
your mailing address and zip code at home – not a secret.  Behind the 
scenes the incoming BTC Bitcoin has been placed on the Blockchain under 
your Public wallet address and its here the data is stored not on your card.  
The blockchain holds your data. Your “App” for your Cold Storage Hardware 
Wallet of choice, can see and decrypt your on/Off-ramp access, so when 
connected to the internet it will update your balances. So that’s inward coins 
via the exit or off-ramp, but what about the on-ramp and sending coins out? 
  
  
Your Arculus card (or others) guards the on-ramp stopping any outward 
traffic being sent onto the Blockchain freeway, and ultimately to be off-
ramped at another address – (i.e. a wallet to wallet transfer),  it stands 
guard and blocks the onramp in front of your BTC Bitcoins - with its high 
security private keys ( held inside)  not the 12/24 seed word recovery 
phrases , that’s just for you to recreate the app/card link if needed. The 
private keys to unlock your wallet are stored and held in your hardware 
wallet. So, when you want to send BTC Bitcoin, a tap on the back of the 
device with your Arculus is the key opening that allows the gate to rise and 
your BTC to travel on the Blockchain “freeway” to its destination, you and 
only you can raise this gate and that is what makes it so secure.  Now on 
Ledger/Trezor you may have to enter a pin number instead but it’s the same 
process. 
  
The card does not have to sync with anything. its not a iPod syncing music 
from the library on your device, it’s just a KEY, and it only fits one specific 
lock, one that is created when you set up your “app” for the first time, 
creating a new set of unique cryptographic wallets, and bonding them with 
your hardware device of choice, these are then paired for life on that wallet 
address, giving you a private on/off-ramp to the Blockchain. 
  
The technical “behind the scenes” science is much more complex and is a 
proprietary technology and a closely guarded secret, but above is my very 
simplified explanation on how these things work. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

QUESTION 48:   
  
Last couple of weeks, I am needing to earn some funds to live on, till the 
blessing comes, and I came across a cryptocurrency program to do that. I 



found that it is not for those who have a little knowledge about coinbase and 
Bitcoin (BTC). It can be very dangerous. Q: What is the best way to learn 
coinbase and all its functions, and BTC and all its functions? I know A wanted 
us to learn, using small amounts and transfer them, but is there a best 
source to learn all this. I also want to know how to set our Sullivan Sliver up 
to earn interest. The small experience I've had the last week or so taught 
me that it is possible to earn a great deal of funds but very risky! You may 
have answered these questions, just tell me to refer to your previous posts. 
Thank You 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question. Okay let’s look at this – you ask about 
cryptocurrency trading programs, and earning money pre/post blessing, 
please let me stop you there, with the greatest respect this is not the forum 
for that advice. No Coinbase day trading strategy no matched pairs etc 
should be a topic for us here, we do not need to spend the energy of more 
wealth accumulation – we are abundantly blessed with what we have.   And 
we should take the advice kindly given so far and get ready to receive what 
will be revealed when the group is ready in good time. In fact, I have been 
specifically asked not to waiver from our core advice on buying at least “one 
Sullivan Sliver” @ 1.111% of settlement amount into BTC Bitcoin and it is 
great advice.   IMHO please stay away from algorithmic AI trading get rich 
quick advice – this is not where I want to focus my attention, I hope you 
understand, this is highly risky, super leveraged and in a spiralling downward 
market extremely volatile if not downright dangerous. 
  
I will also not talk about monetising our BTC with any interest/staking at this 
stage, what is abundantly evident is we need as a group to achieve stage1 
first – protecting our blessing with a simple hedge into BTC Bitcoin and leave 
this in cold storage. My personal perspective here is the world is changing 
fast, regulation frameworks and laws regarding CBDC and Bitcoin are being 
formulated and put in place across the world, we will be holding BTC for 
now, in cold storage, as a hedge of principle only, for some time to come.  In 
the future, sure I can see possibilities for these assets to be used, but for 
now remember we are buying into a declining price and highly volatile asset 
class, the price is collapsing, and we are buying it up, best to be safe, slow, 
and wait until new guidance comes forward. 
  
Ultimately it’s your money and this is only advice after all.   Now as for your 
comment about needing money pre blessing – it looks like your prayers are 
answered with events unfolding, keep those eyes on the prize – what is the 
saying “Windshield not rear-view mirrors only” 



  
Forgive me if this is not the answer you may have expected, but I know it’s 
the answer that makes sense for this group, with the enormous blessing 
headed our way. With the huge responsibility bestowed, we need to be 
focused not distracted, we need self-control, and all our discernment, to 
keep HHH and never quit. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

QUESTION 49:   
  
Bulldog, Peace and blessings to you! I want your opinion on what I'm 
sharing below. I was going to post about it,but I keep running into "technical 
issues." So now I'm thinking perhaps I should get another opinion first ! I 
know you do your own quick research. *Note: I realize this is a lengthy 
"question" :) If you see fit, please share it . Thanks. ______ 

What I want to share with you and the rest of my HASfam is - Don't sleep 
Cashapp! I see cashapp as an "anti-fiat banking" entity!!:) Cashapp allows 
me to bank without interference, Participate in all things crypto-buy crypto 
at my convenience, make wallet-to-wallet transfers,etc. buy and trade stocks 
and keep a record everything on my smartphone. Also, I can control the 
ability to use my card with my smartphone, until I decide to use the card 
again! I definitely plan to incorporate the use of Cashapp for my 
safehaven. .. 

(  the very detailed and explanative email has been edited out by Bulldog 
from this point on purpose- much gratitude for you for sharing with me) 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question. Okay I have a spring in my step today – Feeling 
very zen like – but I digress, back to work- in response to your question I 
will say this is not the right forum now to talk about this, as it takes us off 
point. The focus from my perspective is securing our settlement values, with 
at least one “Sullivan Sliver of 1.111% of principle into BTC Bitcoin as a 
hedge, and getting everyone willing in this group over that line. 
  
Now with that said, in my opinion, you should publish this in the CRYPTO 
section on HAS – and I am sure Lori will help, or I can help in getting it 
published and page formatted/setup for all to read. Again, just my opinion 
this is part of the new wave of apps for cash / BTC that will flood the market 



once the CBDC standard and full regulatory policy is decided upon and rolled 
out. I feel that time is very close. A much bigger discussion in HAS will 
emerge, probably with HAS new Crypto Expert for the HAS HQ, and 
everyone including me can learn lots and lots of new stuff. This is very fluid, 
fast moving area, and for an old tech guy like me very exciting time, 
especially thinking about how we can enhance and distribute giving in the 
21st century. 
  
Another angel has  talked about new types of Blockchain related tech in 
question -#23 "BULLDOG'S POUND" Q #23 I think after Banff or even at 
Banff discussions can start regarding what other tech we can use and what 
apps we could draw upon to help people ,and maybe give digital blessings 
out to the needy – but that discussion is for another time, and I hope you 
appreciate that. Sorry to edit out your lovely question, but this way you can 
get all the info into your post and not my one.  I will look forward to reading 
It. I feel that’s what HAS is about exchanging ideas, and best one wins, so 
keep em coming people. We are going to change the world with the great 
ideas and lovely energy created here. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

UPDATE AUGUST 21, 2022 

QUESTION 50:   
  
Hi Bulldog, Today, 7/20/2022, Alexander mentioned about Shiba Inu but he 
gave us a white paper about Shiba Inu Classic (Shibic). They both are 
separate crypto in the exchanges. If we Angels already have Shiba Inu 
(Shib), do you think we should be fine. Or do you think we should buy the 
Shiba Inu Classic (Shibic) to have the bazooka effect (in Alexander's words, 
LOL.)? Thanks for keeping the files on all of the questions on cryptos. They 
are a handy reference for all of us. 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question. Let me take a look, so I think I understand what 
you are seeking from this question, but please understand this skates very 
close to my no-go areas of conversation here - at this stage. But first you all 
know what I am going to say now - drumroll and dramatic fast paced movie 
music please…. 



  
the mission (should you choose to accept it) is to decide how many BTC 
Bitcoin “Sullivan Slivers” you want to go for – each one is 1.111% of 
settlement and get that put safely into Cold storage Arculus/ledger/trezor 
wallet first. This message will not self-destruct like in the movies its to full of 
love…   From my perspective that’s the mission got it, good. 
  
Ok enough fun where was I? 
  
Oh yes back to your question, no guidance or advice has been given or no 
bigger discussion regarding buying Shiba Inu SHIB for the group as a whole 
has taken place. I will quote Alexander from JULY 20, 2022 - CHAT NOTES 
& ARTICLES #1 
  
“be very very very cautious w Shiba”  “just be smart about your covenant in 
relation to Shiba it’s not for everyone” “But after the Sullivan Sliver… you 
need to ask yourself what the future looks like and how you and your family 
function in it “  “children will become trillionaires in Shiba Inu that’s why i 
say be careful if you thought the zim was a loaded gun, Shiba Inu is a 
bazooka” 
  
May I express my personal perspective here in relation to my understanding 
of where we are with this , you are not being given any guidance here about 
this after the long six years of HAS training, you have your settlement 
blessing and it will be a surprise, you do not need banks and are liquid in 
your Treasury account from day 1 , if you choose a hedge into BTC that 
hedge in eight or so years will grow from 1% back to the original full 
settlement amount. 
  
If buying 100T Z note for say $100 - got you us$18million and that 18 
million and that gets you 900 BTC Bitcoins at 20k each and in time may be 
100x so that’s about $1.8 billion- TBH the zeros really are not the point 
here, do you want to go down the rabbit hole of Shiba Inu and another huge 
multiplier and a further elongated time delay? 
  
What does your heart tell you? 
  
What does Christ tell you? 
  
Because only when you have the questions can you answer the Shiba 
question as intimated by Alexander in his post as quoted above. 
  

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68627513/july-20-2022-chat-notes-articles-1/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68627513/july-20-2022-chat-notes-articles-1/


Is the way forward clear and defined yet? maybe, I believe not yet, hence 
the “be careful signs”, do we all need time to process, take stock, and spend 
some us time before Banff and then make the biggest life changing decisions 
in a new perspective ? , I believe yes. But we are all on a individual path of 
covenant and no “one size fits all”. If you have indeed on mass bought huge 
amounts of Shiba Inu SHIB even 1.111% you are on your way and have 
already answered your own question.  Shiba Inu- CoinMarketCap    
For Academic purposes only and not buying guidance let’s make that clear - 
as to you point about the white paper ShinaTokenWhitepaper-v1.0, these 
documents are the first draft outline proposals for any new idea/concept, the 
blueprint mk1 ideas so to speak, think of eBay as a concept , very different 
from the eBay now of PayPal and instant checkouts, multiple funding sources 
etc, you had to send a money order or drive over and pay for your goods 
back in the day, but it’s still based on the  original eBay idea, does that make 
sense ?. 
  
Shiba is a concept an eco-system and many coins and tokens are issued 
around it. Shiba Inu SHIB is the coin we are talking about now as the 
current incarnation of that white paper idea, the other tokens and coins have 
other functions in the ecosystem like many of the other Bitcoin named or 
forked coins tokens, we are only looking at BTC Bitcoin. these coins and 
tokens are evolving and from time to time developers/miners cannot agree 
on the way forward, and they agree to disagree, it’s called a HARD FORK A 
Guide to Bitcoin Forks -be careful, maybe its block size, maybe its 
protocol speed, maybe its block nodes or rewards, and they agree to split, 
sometimes they call the new coin “classic” it can be very confusing but you 
would have to follow all key developer groups to know who is who. A copy of 
that blockchain is made and then both new coins/tokens are mined into 
existence, this explains many of the like sounded names. Bitcoin classic is a 
copy of the Bitcoin blockchain when it split, Bitcoin cash is a copy when it 
split, we are only ever putting our focus on the BTC Bitcoin, or Shiba inu 
SHIB, which are in my mind the original ideas concept in current 
incarnations. This conversation has gone way off my remit so I will end this 
here, this is another conversation for maybe Banff and post Banff. 
  
I leave you with Alexanders quote again “be very very very cautious w 
Shiba” 
  
My final parting -  is BTC/ZW$/TDP enough for your covenant? 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/shiba-inu/
https://shinatoken.com/whitepaper/ShinaTokenWhitepaper-latest.pdf
https://99bitcoins.com/bitcoin-forks/
https://99bitcoins.com/bitcoin-forks/


QUESTION 51:   
  
Subject: Ledger and cold wallet. 
  
Question: How do I go about applying for a ledger and cold wallet ? What 
costs are involved, and do I have to wait till after the invitation to activate 
my account before I can apply for them? Can I apply from my iPad or does it 
have to be done by iPhone? Thankyou in advance for your advice. 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question. Now from your message I can tell you are not in 
the mainland USA, so this is a good question to talk about all the other world 
areas and using and getting ready with a Ledger Hardware Cold storage 
device. 
  
Sorry to the majority of readers in USA this will not apply to you , so I have 
included a nice link of funny cat video as a bonus : Funniest Cats 😹  -  
YouTube    now back to all the UK and other angels that need ledger – wait 
where are you all , no stop that cat video we are over here , I just knew I 
should have used video of puppies instead,…..OK all still now great. 
  
All joking aside we must have lighter moments and enjoy the experience this 
stuff is not scary it’s just new that’s all, we can do this. Now some people 
have newer phones and computers and have the means to buy these now 
pre blessing and do more testing, some do not, some just have to take it 
slower, and maybe upgrade devices and plan things at a slower pace, my 
advice do not go into any fear of missing out FOMO mode. If you were 
meant to wait and take your time IMHO  so be it. No panic, no fear, we are 
just abundance, certainty of purpose, and lots of Love. Please never feel 
rushed to do things now. 
  
Now let’s take an in-depth technical view for ledger users and areas -it’s a 
thumb drive sized USB device – very different from the nfc based advanced 
credit card sized device used by many here the Arculus. But it’s still a world 
class and current market leading piece of technology, and it comes in two 
types the new “ledger Nano S plus “and the flagship Bluetooth enabled 
“Ledger Nano X” also “ledger blue” and “ledger Nano” are older now 
discontinued models from a few years ago. 
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=317jz-PU7Mg&ab_channel=FunnyCatsLife
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=317jz-PU7Mg&ab_channel=FunnyCatsLife


In the UK the “Nano S plus is about £70” and Ledger “Nano X is about 
£130”  an overview can be seen at the website - Hardware Wallet - State-
of-the-art security for crypto assets | Ledger   and a comparison is 
shown here Ledger Nano X vs Ledger Nano S Plus - Hardware wallets 
comparison | Ledger | Ledger  now if you are not going to use wireless 
and even though I own a model X I still plug in with USB – you may need 
the cable kit extra to connect to USB-c etc, the cable in the box is standard 
computer USB – the kit can be found here Ledger OTG Kit | Ledger  
 IMHO buy ledger X and cable kit. 
  
Now you need to think about what platform you run the connected software 
on – obviously as we have talked about on previous Q+A the cold storage 
hardware device in this case “the Ledger”  is just a store for private keys, it’s 
the” app” the software program you download depending on your device 
preference  that connects you to your blockchain of choice and this is where 
your BTC bitcoin is stored.   Ledger (Cold Wallet) Questions & Info 
  
From your question, you do not need to wait in fact we have all been training 
away for some 8 weeks setting up exchange accounts buying test small 
amounts $10 or £10 or Euro10 etc and moving them around with a wallet to 
wallet transfer – see link ….How To Do A Wallet to Wallet Transfer - 
  
The ledger software or the app is for a PC win10/11 called ledger live 
(desktop), now for mobile devices being apple its in the Apple app store and 
its "Ledger Live: Crypto & NFT App" – now for Android phones its in the 
google play store and its “Ledger Live: Crypto & NFT App”   Please note 
ledger software is not supported on tablets. This is a quote from ledger “We 
do not recommend running Ledger Live on an iPad or tablet. While you might 
be able to install the app, Ledger Live wasn't designed to run on tablets. As 
such you might run into multiple display and software bugs that might 
considerably degrade your experience of using Ledger Live.12 May 2022” 
  
Also Ledger Live is not supported on Chromebook computers. 
  
Just some technical notes here on which app you can use with which device 
  
Last updated: April 29, 2022 from ledger website- 
  
Ledger (Live mobile) requires smartphones with at iOS: Apple iOS 13 or 
later  iOS version history - Wiki – and for  Android: Android 8.1 or 
later Android version history - Wikipedia 
  
note: 

https://www.ledger.com/
https://www.ledger.com/
https://shop.ledger.com/pages/hardware-wallets-comparison
https://shop.ledger.com/pages/hardware-wallets-comparison
https://shop.ledger.com/products/ledger-otg-kit
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339630/ledger-cold-wallet-questions-info-can-be-answered-by-other-a/
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-wallet-transfer/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IOS_version_history
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_version_history


  
For regulatory reasons, Ledger Live Mobile is not available for users in the 
following countries or regions: Algeria -Bangladesh-North Macedonia-Nepal  
- Iraq-Egypt-Iran-North Korea-Syria 
  
ledger Live (desktop software on either desktop or laptops) is Windows 8.1 
(64-bit) or later (I would use windows 11 64bit imho) - macOS v10.14 or 
later - Linux Ubuntu 16.10 (64-bit) or later  Ubuntu version history - Wiki 
  
notes on apple mac: 
  
Ledger Live supports macOS Big Sur on Intel-based Macs. Ledger Live 
should work on computers powered by the Apple M1 chip and installed 
macOS Rosetta. However, some users still may face some issues in Ledger 
Live with the Apple M1 chip and Rosetta. 
  
Does Ledger Nano S work with Apple you may be asking? Both work with the 
Ledger Live mobile app, where investors can check crypto balances and 
make online transactions. But Nano S users can only access Ledger Live via 
a Windows, Linux, Mac desktop, or Android 7+ device. (From ledger support) 
  
Does ledger work with iPad pro? We do not recommend running Ledger Live 
on an iPad or tablet. While you might be able to install the app, Ledger Live 
wasn't designed to run on tablets. (From ledger support) 
  
Now the Ledger device itself will need to be updated i.e. the (firmware – or 
the program inside ) will from time to time and this can be a challenge, it 
had to be done with a cable and on ledger live not the Ledger mobile app. 
Saying that until recently that was the case, but I see now from an updated  
notice it can now be run on android, but you will still need the USB cable kit 
as mentioned above.  Nothing about IOS mmm 
  
Ledger live install doc is here help with  Ledger Live – Ledger Support 
  
Just for ref the current firmware version is 2.0.2 . 
  
So, if you are starting out and just want to make it easy with ledger 
  
Buy a Nano X device hardware cold storage wallet, Buy the cable addon 
pack, and always buy from the official store never eBay or 3rd party and 
always generate your own seed words. 
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ubuntu_version_history
https://support.ledger.com/hc/en-us/articles/4404389606417-Download-and-install-Ledger-Live?docs=true


buy a new 2022 model android smartphone (this does not need to be a most 
expensive one in fact mid-range is fine (I use a £127 sim free android 11/12 
phone) one further point my phone is android one – which means it’s a non 
addon version of android without all the bloatware and addons that cause so 
many problems with secure apps , it also guarantees a year or two of free o/
s updates so it will not be out of date quickly, maybe important if we lock 
these away in bank safe deposit boxes for years. 
  
Now Ledger Live mobile requirements are shown above.  You can then run 
firmware updates and install ledger live mobile on this – create the master 
link between the two and this is paired for life.  I would consider looking at a 
sim free mobile phone, you will not need any contract to upkeep if the thing 
is to be switched off and kept in storage for years. This is then a cold storage 
phone effectively, its offline and very secure. Pop these both, i.e., the phone 
and charger along with cables and the ledger and cables (not the seed 
words) all into bank security box and your as safe as you can be.  You can 
connect all these phones without sim card to any Wi-Fi signal and do all your 
updates and transactions that way, very very simple. If you require this to 
be a fully mobile walkabout device, get a data plan with the cell phone and 
use Bluetooth and your off to the races as we say here in the UK. 
  
Planning the equipment based on preferences and what feels good to you is 
essential and remember the tablet will not work. If you choose an iPhone, 
you may need a desktop mac or pc to update the firmware from time to 
time. 
  
You can install the same ledger app on phone and pc btw, but that’s only one 
it does not work if you need a policy of redundancy and many ledger devices 
to split your holdings of BTC please see previous Q+A. 
  
Once you have the hardware to run this sorted its super easy, connect your 
device to Wi-Fi - and update your phone over and over until its fully 
UpToDate first. Then check for phone system updates and do that until it 
truly is fully up-to date. Half of all problems are caused by this step not 
being done IMHO. 
  
Install ledger live. then update ledger live and pair with your Ledger device, 
update your ledger device.   Now you will need to generate the seed words 
these are 24 words random generated from a predefined list you need to 
double check and write down yourself, do not let anyone see these and 
never give these out, if anyone gets this list, they can recreate your wallet 
please be aware of this. Then install the assets you want to create a wallet 
for, in our case its just BTC Bitcoin now.  Take a note of the BTC Bitcoin 



public facing wallet address and give that to your OTC broker to deposit in 
good time when ready. 
  
A good guide and many video links can be found in the post : 
  
Ledger (Cold Wallet) Questions & Info 
  
So many combinations are available I think just presenting this data in a 
technical paper and spelling out the planning requirements is the best way 
forward for now, as opposed to any step by step guides, lots of these are 
available and many are in the link above. Thank you for staying with this 
long post today. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

QUESTION 52: 
  
Subject: Cold wallet in a will / Security needed. 
  
Question: Hi Bulldog, I’ve been wondering if the biometric security feature 
on our Arculus cards makes it difficult to pass on the value on the cards to 
the recipients in our will in case of sudden death or accident? Just 
wondering, thank you, 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Succession planning okay - In case we die – 
well may I say upfront – we do not want to generate any fear in the 
response or asking of this question but it’s a good question about estate 
planning, and best to be safe than sorry I always say, so we will take a look 
together shall we. No fear no worry just good housekeeping. 
  
My personal feeling is the way we set up our mobile devices with layers and 
layers of security is not the same as we should handle a cold (placed in bank 
vault) Crypto hardware wallet and mobile phone combo. You are right in 
your question I think too much front end security will cause problems later, 
but all risk must be balanced. 
  
The cell phone you walk around with can be lost stolen etc and needs robust 
security to stop casual intruders, so face recognition, fingerprint (all 
biometric) advanced passwords and symbols onscreen locking in many 
instances is essential.   Many apps are installed then another layer of 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339630/ledger-cold-wallet-questions-info-can-be-answered-by-other-a/


security is added with 2fa – txt codes sent, or email codes sent along with 
strong passwords of a complex nature to protect the data within, especially 
Banking and money apps and now the new Crypto apps including the Apps 
that control Arculus/Ledger/Trezor cold wallets.  The Arculus card uses NFC 
to pair with the cell phone. 
  
Now we know from our training the BTC Bitcoins and others are held in the 
Blockchain not on the card, and that the “App for Arculus/ledger/Trezor” is 
the access gateway to seeing your assets on the Blockchain, we also know 
that the Cold storage Hardware device is just a Key, a very secure key but a 
key no less.  So the security is held within the cell phone and the “app 
controlling the wallet” not the card. These are Self Custody wallets after all. 
Your next gen banking card may have fingerprint but not the current cards 
to hold offline cold storage crypto Assets. 
  
My Plan Explained: 
  
Your App, either Arculus app or ledger Live app etc will ask you to enhance 
security as you progress with its use, in many cases this extra security can 
be turned off and the simpler (riskier) pin code only used. And that is what I 
will use for my (bank vault) cold storage devices.  My cell phones will also 
have no extra apps installed, they will have a new email address and none of 
the baggage of my day-to-day walkabout phone. Even though the mobile 
phone does support face recognition, fingerprints, I will not use them, not 
even a screen lock, I will set it up without a sim card and only use Wi-Fi (if 
possible) as it will be in a bank vault. I will also use an anti-virus/anti 
spyware family pack program (app) and install just to be safe with cyber 
security.  6 Best Antivirus Software for 2022 (safetydetective.com)    
  
no need for complicated VPN etc.  and when I need to get this out of 
storage. I will update the cell phone so9ftware first then update the Arculus /
ledger App then update and run a security scan before transacting any 
Crypto business, easy, safe, secure. 
  
A few links to switching features on/off for various devices are below: 
  
How do I enable/disable fingerprint/FaceID? – ARCULUS 
  
Set up password lock – Ledger Support 
  
Secure Two-Factor Authentication with TREZOR — U2F 
  

https://www.safetydetective.com/recommended2/antivirus-software/usa/
https://support.arculus.co/hc/en-us/articles/4406439680023-How-do-I-enable-disable-fingerprint-FaceID-
https://support.ledger.com/hc/en-us/articles/4404388812049-Set-up-password-lock?docs=true
https://blog.trezor.io/secure-two-factor-authentication-with-trezor-u2f-e940fd5a60af


So, the Cold Storage cell phone has no security enabled – or very light touch 
and then the crypto APP has pin code access and that I am sure is an 
essential integrated option non-negotiable. And I will make sure my lawyer 
has access to the Vault to access if anything happens and then transfer to 
my successor.  My seed words recovery phrases and login pins can be stored 
separately, and the lawyer has access to them. 
  
Now for my walkaround day phone and (Luke warm) ledger device I will 
have in the house it will have all security switched on, the same with my 
day-to-day cell phone, security and privacy here is paramount. 
  
Interesting that internet searching today about this subject is limited and 
Arculus as a new company has nothing about this on its website, other 
articles do exist, but we must put these in perspective. From my 
understanding we are awaiting huge changes to law, both domestically and 
internationally, regarding the treatment of BTC Bitcoin and CBDC digital 
assets. I call this the “full regulatory Legal framework”, and as of writing 
this, much does not exist. In time this will change over, it could be a short 
period of time indeed post settlement, lots is being done behind the scenes. 
We are just early adopters here, so must make long term plans.  What is 
codified in all law is that assets can be transferred on probate to your 
successors, but you must be able to unlock them first. 
  
I enclose a few links of limited value given the above statement, but 
included here for FYI anyway: 
  
see 1  What Happens to Your Crypto Assets When You Die? | 
Kiplinger 
  
see 2 What Happens to Your Crypto When You Die? Make a Plan, Or 
Lose Your Investment Forever | NextAdvisor with TIME 
  
see 3 What Happens to Your Crypto When You Die? | Ledger 

  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 

UPDATE OCTOBER 18, 2022 

QUESTION 53: 
  
Subject: Last minute concerns and questions. 

https://www.kiplinger.com/investing/cryptocurrency/604424/what-happens-to-your-crypto-assets-when-you-die
https://www.kiplinger.com/investing/cryptocurrency/604424/what-happens-to-your-crypto-assets-when-you-die
https://time.com/nextadvisor/investing/cryptocurrency/what-happens-to-your-crypto-when-you-die/
https://time.com/nextadvisor/investing/cryptocurrency/what-happens-to-your-crypto-when-you-die/
https://www.ledger.com/academy/what-happens-to-your-crypto-when-you-die


  
Question: Hi Bro B, I have several concerns about cold wallets. Please clarify 
the following bec I still can not grasp their rationale: 
  
1). We could store 50,000 BTC “coins” or is it $50,000 “total amount” worth 
in USD, per each cold wallet? 
  
2). Why do we need to have one cell phone and one laptop, exclusively, for 
each cold wallet? 
  
3). If we’re buying three different cryptos, for example: BTC, ETH and SHIB, 
can we store all three in ONE cold wallet, (if we observe the max #of coins 
or worth of our purchases), or ONLY ONE type of crypto per cold wallet? 
  
4). Cell phone models and lap tops we purchased in the year 2022 might or 
most likely, be obsolete 8-10 years from now. Plus the fact that some of HAS 
members (UHNW), might need to buy several cell phones and lap tops for 
each of their purchases, if this is the case. 
  
5). How would we access what we stored in each cold wallet 8-10 years from 
now, if those phones and or lap tops becomes obsolete? 
  
6). According to Caleb and Brown OTC Agent, their company is offering their 
clients a “cold wallet vault” (backed by their own insurance 💯  %), and they 
hold your “seed phrases!” Knowing what HAS members already knew about 
BTC purchases, what’s your pros & cons to their offer? If my questions have 
been asked before, please accept my apologies for redundancy, and or 
please refer me to the date & Q&A #, when you answered them. Sincere 
gratitude for answering and clarifying my concerns. 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  So, this is big Q+A today half a dozen questions 
wowza, and hot diggety dog.   But seriously, I can see from your asking you 
need to work through this, so we will take it slow and get through them one 
by one, anything you don’t get just PM me. Many of the concepts and ways 
of doing things discussed in the training Q+A and in the advice kindly shared 
by Alexander are a sort of best practice based on experience and certainly 
from alexander - divine guidance received- for me I just take this as gospel 
and run with it. Always more than one way of doing something is available 
but my thinking is why reinvent the wheel every time?  it’s all been thought 
out, relax its all Zimple…love that saying. 



  
Here we go: 
  
Ans #1) 
Fifty thousand is coins not dollars, so 50,000 BTC Bitcoins or in US$ terms 
about US$1Billion at 20k per BTC coin is good practice as a total for one 
device – the reason is you do not want to stand out as a big player when 
people lookup the largest holdings (and they can and do) on the blockchain 
see -  so being under the radar, quiet and stealthy means not standing out – 
it’s safer. They are not looking up your name of your keys just your public 
facing wallet address – very much like your home address and zip code – it’s 
not a secret. I probably won’t even load 10,000 BTC per hardware device for 
extra security, see the link above in the table (at time of writing this) it 
shows – only 5 address have 100,000 BTC or above but 94 have 10,000 to 
100,000 BTC, and 2051 wallets have 10,000 BTC max,  so less standout and 
potentially safer for holders, a much better place to be for your safety and 
security IMHO, and nothing to do with capacity of the device. In theory all 
the BTC Bitcoins in existence could be held on one device FYI, but that would 
just be silly. 
  
Ans #2) 
One cell phone/Laptop per card or hardware wallet because as we know from 
the training, the blockchain stores the Coins, the APP or program on your 
phone or computer controls/shows you the coins and the Hardware wallet – 
Arculus/ Ledger/trezor stores the keys and protects access. Depending on 
where you are in the world you will have options from the above list (it is not 
exhaustive) just good practice recommendations.  Also, its good security 
that the app developer will not let any one phone (and account linked to it) 
control more than one device on any account and think about it, the icon or 
app is installed – you cannot install another instance – you either install or 
remove apps like “spotify or WhatsApp” one at a time, and the majority of 
HAS users will be using this system. PC/Laptop users have more flexibility 
but keep it simple. 
  
Ans #3) 
yes three or more types of blockchain digital asset can easily be stored on 
each individual cold storage wallet device– either Arculus/ Ledger/trezor, you 
are only limited by the devices internal storage memory – the ones 
recommended above can hold many asset classes – but that will not be our 
play. 
  
Ans #4) 



Laptops and cell phones will need (from time-to-time) maintenance updates 
and maybe a refresh, but why worry yourself about this on the eve of the 
greatest blessing in history. My thinking was do not buy a out of date phone 
or tablet now and place in vaulted storage, get new hardware and give 
yourself the longest longevity possible. If you are lucky enough for UHNW 
then you need to manage that in the long term after all its your money and 
your responsibility, I will be getting my devices back every year doing 
updates and anti-virus scans – doing any hardware refreshes and firmware 
updates and placing back into the bank vaults. Just like updates on your 
walkabout phone or laptop in your hands it needs management from time to 
time but its not a big worry its easy. 
  
Ans #5) 
They will not be obsolete – please don’t over think this, please don’t go into 
fear mode of what ifs.  You are sovereign and have Christs hand on your 
shoulder, you, we, all of us will be guided to do (when ready) sensible 
maintenance and updates for our digital assets and storage Hardware wallet 
devices, we will inform each other and have a circle of advisors to guide us. 
Showme will have his new shiny HAS HQ and a Crypto Guru will be installed 
you will never be alone you will never lose your assets if you are sensible 
and do the planning as suggested, and you will never be without help, of 
that IAM sure. 
  
Ans #6) 
Caleb and Brown are an OTC broker – one of the biggest, and again 
depending on where you are in the world, some geographic areas will mean 
this is one of the only choices for you. For the larger HAS audience in the 
room in general they should consider Coinbase and Kracken etc which are 
very good world class choices.  Now when I talk about Cold storage, I am 
taking about self-custody, we know from the training the “Private keys” are 
the bit that never gets given out, these unlock your wallets and are like 
house keys in many ways.  Caleb custody mean they have the “keys to your 
door” simple as that. The risk of any OTC broker running off with your 
money or going broke during the transition is near zero, Christ is in control 
of this, but years and years down the road during a certain depression type 
events, I think it is most prudent and sensible to protect your settlement 
with “Self-custody keys” i.e. hold your own Cold storage Hardware device 
and the keys within under your control. As for Insurance well remember 
credit default Swap insurance – that worked out well last time the brown 
stuff hit the fan. Seed phrases recreate wallets in case of loss or breakage – 
these are 12/24 words and are to never be given out, the private keys are 
the secret numbers that unlock your device for every transaction IMHO you 
should have control of both in your own hands for now, certainly until things 



have settled down. If Caleb hold your keys its well a HOT wallet not cold in 
many ways. As mass adoption and institutional money flood into the crypto 
space (post blessing) and laws and regulation are unfolded, Custody like the 
one you have been offered, will become better and better, safer and safer, 
but for now be careful. 
  
Oh a couple of last things firstly – with Caleb & Brown , please double check 
in your account and speak to your Broker I have been informed as of 20th 
August 2022, they have updated the banking information for USD, AUD, CAD 
and NZD deposits.  It does not affect British Pound deposits. My email says, 
“If you have sent funds recently there is no need to worry, these funds will 
still arrive into our account and be ready for trading”. 
  
Please remember Alexanders updated advice - to hedge your settlement 
value – you do that by buying at least one Sullivan Sliver equal to 1.111% of 
your total settlement and put it into BTC Bitcoin on a cold storage device. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
David aka Bulldog 
  

QUESTION 54: 
  
Subject: BITCOIN FOR DUMMIES OR JUST ONE DUMMY? 
  
Question: Dear Wonderful Bulldog! I have a question that probably most 
understand but I don´t. :) I get it that I should, and I will buy 1,111% 
Sullivan Sliver to protect my "mother sum" so I and others can continue 
philantropical work. I understand that during the coming 8 years the value of 
BTC might reach very very high... But what do I do in the year 2030 with all 
that BTC? I am supposed to have it on my ledger and wait 8 years... Do I 
sell BTC and get "money back"? and then fund new projects? Do I pay with 
BTC? Will it be common to directly buy with BTC and fund projects? Please 
explain in practical details what/how use all the BTC 1,111% that I have 
"saved" for every project I am funding. Hope you understand my question 
that is from a "dummy" :) Thank you! 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Now I could go on about the disruptive 
technology being DLT Distributed ledger technology and how that will change 



the world, I could speak about the introduction of the new accounting 
system via BTC Bitcoin and how it will impact all areas of your life in the 
future. I could talk about blockchain technology and tokenization of 
everything as it is sound accounting being triple ledger, which is coming. I 
could talk about the old system and the fact that brick and mortar banks 
giving out pieces of paper are toast, BTC Bitcoin forces sound money, just 
can’t raise the debt ceiling and print, print, print. I could go on about smart 
contracts and commerce and the fact BTC Bitcoin is the one coin to rule 
them all via the introduction of the working concept of this blockchain 
technology. 
  
You all know by now I’m a huge BTC/crypto fan. I could talk for hours all 
excited about this stuff and sometimes do. In fact, I had a whole thing 
written today for this Q+A, selling the case for BTC Bitcoin the new systems 
– the use cases – new technology and infrastructure QFS etc etc, where I 
see things heading. Lots of answers regarding your question - my ideas, and 
things I expect to happen After I finished, I took some advice from someone 
I respect, and removed it all, pages and pages- it took most of the morning 
to write, the fact is I realized it’s not my place to overreach and speculate in 
this Q+A space.  I do not have a roadmap of what how who and where – 
sorry….. 
  
My perspective is after buying BTC we will still have a pile of cash left on day 
one to give away gift spend set up safe havens for the next few years and no 
need for banks. We will use cash for everything, and I mean liquid funds 
cash (not paper bills) we do not need to let anyone know what we have or 
where it is – safe secure sovereign, and no banks, with BTC Bitcoin safely 
stored away for now. 
  
Go slow and just have FAITH, faith in HAS to get you the best information 
regarding things you currently do not understand, and maybe for security 
cannot be revealed right now. I have faith Alexander and his unique insights 
and messages passed from the highest source, the HIGHEST, say acquire 
and hold BTC Bitcoin as a hedge. If you are doing that mission done. Now 
time to be good to yourself and heal YOU first. 
  
IMHO a whole new financial and regulatory system will be unrolled in front of 
our eyes, and all the need-to-know info, will be here at HAS, given as 
guidance exactly when it is needed. 
  
It’s your money when you settle, and your choice, I would urge anyone on 
the fence to read the excellent post of 22 Aug Apex 
  



apex-has-post-monday-august-22-2022 
  
Please remember Alexanders updated advice - to hedge your settlement 
value – you do that by buying at least one Sullivan Sliver equal to 1.111% of 
your total settlement and put it into BTC Bitcoin on a cold storage device. 
  
Sorry its not the answer you were maybe expecting today. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – its 
shared with much Love. 
  
David aka Bulldog 

QUESTION 55: 
Subject: New Phones and planning. 
  
Question: Thinking about getting new Iphone14. Just thinking I can’t get rid 
of current phone if it’s linked to two of my crypto accounts. Correct? So, if 
new phone I need a new phone number, etc….? 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Now a direct to the point question I like that, so 
my very direct answer today is – nobody is saying you cannot get rid of any 
phone. 
  
This is all so easy trust me, take a deep breath and think about this, – for 
years we have all been updating our cell phone numbers and emails address 
on ebay/Paypal and our Amazon accounts and our banking Apps etc, you did 
this with ease, no different here with your Crypto Exchange or Bitcoin apps 
on your old phone. 
  
The reality is only you know how you organize your life, your logins, your 
linked passwords/accounts, and the associated apps you will use. I would 
suggest best practice is a separation between your walking around “day to 
day” personal mobile phone and your TDP work, so maybe a separate device 
to run the Cold storage wallet app is not a bad idea at all. But ultimately it is 
your responsibility to manage your wealth. Be smart be sensible don’t walk 
around with all your money, keep things safe. 
  
Please remember you can of course go into any account you have with a 
crypto/Bitcoin exchange or cold storage wallet APP, and update new phone 
numbers and emails, and after passing security, you can then have a brand-

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68711366/apex-has-post-monday-august-22-2022/


new device linked to an existing account – then delete old phone/email 
numbers when updated and replaced. You will need to pass lots of security – 
and yes, it’s a pain, but that’s a good thing, it is keeping you safe online in 
this new age of Blockchain. 
  
I think the question to ask yourself is this Planning– look at your blessing 
amount total and decide how many Sullivan Slivers you want to acquire?  – 
use your blessing amount in local currency i.e., us$ terms then divide simply 
by say $15,000/ or $10,000 (whatever as an average price to buy BTC 
Bitcoin), just as a calculation, now you have a guestimate on how many BTC 
Bitcoins you need to acquire, it’s just a guess.  Now look at guidance regards 
max to hold on any single cold storage device well its about 100,000 BTC 
coins- please see How many cold storage devices needed -bulldogs-pound-
question-answer-45 - 
  
Along with sizing and Last min concerns -  /bulldogs-pound-question-
answer-53/ 
  
This calculation from above will dictate to you, how many cold storage 
hardware devices (Arculus USA/ ledger Trezor rest of world) you need 
minimum, and these will need to be linked to a separate device each to run 
the app. Remember in the most simplistic of terms, - the Cold storge 
hardware device is only a “key” , the app is your “access gateway”, and the 
Blockchain is where all the magic happens and everything is stored. 
  
I would not advice walkabout day to day mobile device be linked to any big 
holdings of anything for security, either banking, or crypto, or exchange 
accounts, in any form, just use it for day-to-day banking email and all your 
normal phone usage. It may also be prudent to close all the old “Crypto 
trading accounts that are not “OTC”, as you do not need lots of these post 
blessing. Unless of course you wish to continue day trading in penny stock 
cryptos markets. Remember Blessings = Burdens. 
  
Final footnote Alexanders updated advice - to hedge your settlement value – 
you do that by buying at least one Sullivan Sliver equal to 1.111% of your 
total settlement and put it into BTC Bitcoin on a cold storage device. This is 
self-custody – you have control of the access keys. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – 
  
Love is the Answer- Love is the Prayer 
  
Bulldog 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68598919/bulldogs-pound-question-answer-45/
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QUESTION #56 
  
Subject: Dual sim Phones and BTC apps. 
  
Question: Not a question per se- Most newer phones are esimm capable, 
giving one the ability to have 2 phone numbers on the same phone as long 
as your provider supports it. Your thoughts? 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  Ok I do see where you are coming from on this, 
why buy two devices when one can do both, can I explain it like this maybe. 
  
Having a dual sim phone just does not seem a great idea for me. The 
Operating system and memory card on the phone will have to be shared, 
only the sim card is separate on this dual sim setup, but maybe it can work 
for you. 
  
I see this as not mixing a daily walkabout mobile phone for either work or 
TDP with your core holdings and safe BTC Bitcoin vault. Your rich, a few 
hundred bucks on another phone is a no brainer. In fact, buy another Arculus 
for walk about fun/training etc and link that to your day-to-day phone is 
maybe a good idea. Remember Blessings = Burdens, we all must manage 
our wealth. 
  
The blessing in its form will be huge – huge in its meaning, and huge as 
everybody here has never managed UHNW money, my perspective is we 
must take sensible precautions and security as a priority without going into 
fear mode. What I mean from that is don’t leave an Arculus packed with 
millions in BTC Bitcoin lying around on a desk, but also no need to build a 
guarded bunker to store them either. The technology exists with your seed 
word recovery to recreate the thing if broken, so keep these words safe. 
Having the phone offline and linked to one Cold storage device seems good 
practice. 
  
  
Just some notes the group may find useful: 
  
In USA the Arculus app and card will run on a modest phone $150-300 – and 
you must have NFC switched on. 
  



The Arculus WalletTM App is currently compatible with Android version 8.1 
and later and should work on any Android phone that supports NFC. For 
Apple iOS, the Arculus Wallet App will work with iOS version 10.0 and later, 
but only iPhone 7 and later models are supported. 
  
This technology does not work on desktop computers. 
  
In the UK/Rest of world- we use Ledger and it will run on a sub $200 phone 
– and all should get the OTG cable kit for easy use and flashing/ updating 
from time to time, something our USA friends do not need to do with Arculus 
– now the app is - Ledger Live mobile APP: it runs on – 
  
iOS: Apple iOS 13 or later , and Android: Android 8.1 or later. Now Ledger 
Live on Desktop program uses - Windows 8.1 (64-bit) or later and macOS 
v10.14 or later, also Linux Ubuntu 16.10 (64-bit) or later https://
humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339626/arculus-cold-wallet-
questions-infocan-be-answered-by-other-a/ 
  
fyi ledger will not work with tablets.  https://
humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339630/ledger-cold-wallet-
questions-info-can-be-answered-by-other-a/ 
  
Please check the Crypto section in HAS where many members post everyday 
about updated ideas and tips, and a good perspective and guidance can be 
found in the excellent post by Godfather on security - see 
  
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68802281/godfathers-fyi-
saturday-september-24-2022/ 
  
Final footnote Alexanders updated advice - to hedge your settlement value – 
you do that by buying at least one Sullivan Sliver equal to 1.111% of your 
total settlement and put it into BTC Bitcoin on a cold storage device. This is 
self-custody – you have control of the access keys. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – 
  
It is shared with much love. 
  
Bulldog 

QUESTION #57: 
  
Subject: Where to Start from 
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Which apps are good to chose from to purchase coins for our hot wallets/
cold wallets and otc brokers Thanks for your help 
  
REPLY FROM Bulldog: 
  
Thank you for the question.  The apps you talk about are linked to trading 
accounts from “exchanges” or “OTC brokers” and if you control the keys with 
a device or card then its “Cold storage wallet” and if you just login to an 
account it’s a “hot wallet”. Can I suggest we take a look together and get 
you a step-by-step guide into BTC Bitcoin and use this as a recap of our 
training here so far in HAS?  Ok thank you. 
  
Lets begin at the basics shall we - 
  
BTC Bitcoins are bought from specialist stores called exchanges (not banks 
at the moment) you have to set up an account and they need ID – the 
process is called KYC Know your customer and includes taking selfies 
(without filters or cropping) and proving proof of address etc, all standard 
stuff. Depending where you are in the USA and for that matter where you 
are in the world, not all exchanges operate in all provinces/areas/countries – 
if this is the case just find another Exchange (or broker for the sake of a 
better word)  the big ones are Coinbase – kracken – Gemini – Binance etc 
etc 
  
https://thecollegeinvestor.com/21245/top-10-bitcoin-crypto-investing-sites/ 
  
Ok – when you are blessed with your settlement – you will need to calculate 
how many Sullivan Slivers  you want at 1.111% of total settlement and you 
will then know how to size you BTC Bitcoin holdings , now buying this will 
need a BTC Bitcoin wholesaler not just a store, and these are called OTC 
traders , private bespoke service deals – sometimes one to one, but a 
tailored service that buys picks and packs your order for you, you do not 
have to use the same company you setup with in the training (for a hot 
wallet and small $10 test trading Exchange accounts above) – but you will 
need more KYC so get used to it. https://99bitcoins.com/buy-bitcoin/large-
amounts-otc-broker/ 
  
All apps are wallets – and a wallet to wallet transfer experience is essential 
training – I have mapped one out for you here https://
humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68445302/how-to-do-a-wallet-to-
wallet-transfer/ 
  

https://thecollegeinvestor.com/21245/top-10-bitcoin-crypto-investing-sites/
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The wallet address or the public facing wallet address is like a mailing 
address not secret and needs to be given out so people can send you BTC 
inward – but the private keys are to be kept very secret and secure. 
  
Now with all this new wealth purchased with OTC in digital assets in this case 
BTC Bitcoin, no physical paper or coins are ever delivered, think PayPal, no 
cheques no ATM card, just online credits you have and spend on eBay etc, 
everything done online.  Now these digital BTC Bitcoins can be stored in any 
wallet.  You can almost make one up (a wallet) without a company or 
exchange it’s called a “paper wallet”, and you guessed it people did print 
these out in the past, wash the jeans and loose the lot. Max Keiser 
reportedly lost a fortune in BTC Bitcoin back in the day when his wife Stacey 
washed the numbers away, but that was ten years ago and now is now. You 
can keep BTC Bitcoins in a online account called a hot wallet , you only have 
the account password as security and the private keys are held in custody 
for you, you have a counterparty risk if the account becomes illiquid, some 
would say if you do not control the private unlock keys for your crypto you 
do not own your crypto , but we will not go into a tail spin of fear we just 
need to be careful and respectful of looking after this great blessing. So 
hardware wallets were invented, a usb sized device that holds the unlock 
private keys to send BTC Bitcoin or any crypto making this very safe.. 
  
In the USA states that allow Arculus is a great easy solution – it’s a metal 
credit card sized security key that unlocks your Arculus APP , and this stores 
and digital asset you buy , the Arculus also verifies with its key any sell  or 
move transaction you want or execute (hence the private keys) The Arculus 
APP is mostly loaded onto mobile devices and uses a wireless technology 
called NFC. 
  
This is a self-custody wallet as you control the private keys.   Arculus links 
below: 
  
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339626/arculus-cold-
wallet-questions-infocan-be-answered-by-other-a/ 
  
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68781417/how-to-set-up-
your-arculus-wallet-videos/ 
  
Now the rest of the world has a choice – Ledger – is a usb thumb drive type 
device that holds the private keys and is controlled by LedgerLive app, this 
can be Bluetooth ledger Nano X model and you can buy OTG cable connector 
kit for firmware flashing ( get used to maintenance on these devices gang) 
and can be loaded on mobiles – laptop and PCs both windows Mac an Linux 

https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339626/arculus-cold-wallet-questions-infocan-be-answered-by-other-a/
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– but no TABLETS. This is a self-custody wallet as you control the private 
keys. 
  
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339630/ledger-cold-wallet-
questions-info-can-be-answered-by-other-a/ 
  
Another Great choice of world class proportion is trezor and this is a 3inch 
fob type usb device similar to car key fob in appearance, this is favoured by 
many and is Android phone (with cable connector kit) and pc with usb – it 
has big colour touch screen and very highly rated , it comes in various 
colours and can be fitted with lanyard etc. trezor has its own control app. 
This is a self-custody wallet as you control the private keys. 
  
https://humanangelservices.activeboard.com/t68339634/trezor-cold-wallet-
questions-info-can-be-answered-by-other-a/ 
  
Now lots of other hardware wallets exist – now please remember most of 
these ten best of anything sites or videos are paid and bias to one brand – 
so look around and do your homework – get your own tingle on what you 
need – above are three world class options but if you want more here is one 
such comparison link for you -   https://99bitcoins.com/hardware-wallets/  
these are all self-custody wallets as you control the private keys. 
  
All hardware wallets are protected by seed words – sometimes 12 or 24 
words generated from a  bip39 list  and need to be kept very safe – never 
show these to anyone or give them out – you can loose everything if you do. 
If you break or loose your device, you simply get another one from the store 
and use these recovery words to recreate the wallet in its entirety like magic 
– things are very safe on the new Blockchain DLT systems. 
  
Final footnote Alexanders updated advice - to hedge your settlement value – 
you do that by buying at least one Sullivan Sliver equal to 1.111% of your 
total settlement and put it into BTC Bitcoin on a cold storage device. This is 
self-custody – you have control of the access keys. 
  
I Hope this is informative and has helped with peoples understanding – 
  
It is shared with much love. 
  
Bulldog
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